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A California man is in custody in a 
Seattle jail charged in connection 
with the Jan. 30 daylight break-in at 
a Lands End Road home, Sidney 
RCMP announced this week.
RCMP Staff Sgt. Ken Watson said 
the jewelry, silverware and camera 
equipment stolen in the break-in have 
been recovered. The loss was initially 
estimated between $10,000 and
$15,000, but Watson said Monday it 
was closer to $30,000.
He said the man, whose name and 
age were not revealed, was stopped at 
the Blaine border crossing for an 
inspection. Border guards found the 
stolen property along with other 
valuable items in a car.
Watson said the man in custody 
will not be extradited and therefore
faces no charges in Canada. 
However, he faces several charges in 
the United States.
In other police news:
•Three youths, all of no fixed 
address, have been charged in 
connection with the December theft 
at a mobile home at Patricia Place.
Sidnev RCMP said the trio were
arrested at the Swartz Bay ferry 
terminal following a lead from 
Pender Island RCMP. All three have 
been charged with possession of 
stolen goods.
of Lochside Drive and Mount 
Newton Cross Road.
•Two Lower Mainland youths 
have been charged in connection with 
the theft of gasoline from cars at 
Lochside Manor, at the intersection
Central Saanich police chief Bob 
Miles said the youths w'ere ap­
prehended as a result of a new 
surveillance system in which residents 
of the apartment complex keep an 
eye on the area.
The residents’ surveillance
followed a series of thefts and 
vandalism incidents in the area.
Over the weekend Sidney RCMP 
and Central Saanich police checked 
more than 500 vehicles on the 
peninsula while the Batvan was here. 
Police laid five impaired charges, a 
single dangerous driving charge, and 
numerous Motor Vehicle Act 
violations.
Despite an influx of new residents 
and a record number of new homes, 
crime decreased in all three peninsula 
municipalities last year, according to 
statistics from the federal justice 
department.
It’s the second year in a row the 
crime rate has dropped in both 
Sidney and North Saanich, and the 
decline in all three municipalities 
bucks a province-wide trend which 
saw the overall number of criminal 
code offences in B.C. rise 7.8 per 
cent in 1980.
However, police officials in all 
three peninsula municipalities were 
hesitant to point to any particular 
reason for the decline. All noted, 
statistics can change quickly.
North Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel 
Monday charged four marine-related 
businesses with “picking the tax­
payers’ pocket” after assessment 
appeals reduced the firms’ 1980 
municipal taxes by more than 
$13,700.
Council agreed with Rangel and 
voted to send a letter to the B.C. 
Assessment Authority “deploring” 
the appeal and asking it be reviewed.
Among those who won changes in 
municipal tax assessments were: 
Chevron, whose taxes dropped $556; 
Capital City Yacht Club, with a $602 
tax reduction; Canoe Cove Marina, 
with a $6,521 saving; and Thun- 
derbird Marine Corp. (Westport 
Marina), with a $5,339 decrease.
Both Canoe Cove and Thun- 
derbird were granted a change in 
classification from business to 
recreational — dropping their 
assessment from 24 per cent to 14.5 
percent.
“These people arc picking the 
taxpayers’ pocket with their smart 
little tnanoeuvre,” Rangel .said. “1 
resent it.” He added in light of 
council’s opposition to the Chevron 
tank farm proposal at Hatch Point, 
Chevron’s lax reduction is par­
ticularly “annoying”.
But Mayor Eric Sherwood said 
council has no recourse, and must go 
along with theassc.ssmcni authority’s 
ruling. Municipal Clerk Ted Fairs 
said council could fight the decision 
in the provincial Supreme Court, but 
it vvouid involve costly legal fees,
Central Saanich police chief Bob 
Miles said already the numbers have 
started to shift the other way in 1981. 
For the first month last year only 16 
thefts were recorded. Already this 
year there have been 30.
Break-ins are the same story. 
There were only eight last January, 
while 14 were reported this Jan. 
Accidents also seem to be rising — at 
least in the first month of this year — 
from 28 last January to 36 in the first 
31 days this year.
Nevertheless, 1980 saw a drop of 
nearly 16 per cent in the overall 
number of criminal offences in 
Central Saanich — from 1,011 in
1979 to only 852 last year.
Though break-ins to businesses 
jumped 33 per cent, from 34 in 1979 
to 44 in 1980, overall the number of 
break-ins declined from 130 to just 
106 — an 18 per cent drop.
But not everything dropped in 
19801 Accidents went up — from 203 
to 234, or a 15 'per cent hike. 
Meanwhile, accidents with injuries 
remained pretty much the same—- 40 
in 1979 and 41 in 1980.
There were no fatal accidents in 
1980, compared to two in 1979 in • 
which three people were killed.
Drug offences also increased in 
Central Saanich last year. Cannabis 
charges went from 18 in 1979 to 23 in
1980 — a 27 per cent hike, although 
Miles added percentages don’t 
“really tell the .story” when used for 
such small numbers.
Sexual offences increased last year 
by 400 per cent — from one in 1979 
to four in 1980. But again Miles said 
with such small numbers it is an 
annual fluctuation.
Finally, the number of intoxicated 
persons charged nearly doubled la.st 
year — from 24 to 47. Miles said part 
of the reason is that Central Saanich 
began operating its own cells all year 
long for the first time in 1980.
Meanwhile, liquor seizures 
dropped nearly 50 per cent last year 
- from 106 in 1979 to 54 in 1980. 
Miles pointed to the liquor strike last 
summer as the major reason for the 
decline, noting his department went 
two months without laying a charge 
then,
Sidney and North Saanich ex­
perienced much the same crime 
increases and decreases as Central 
Saanich.
Criminal code offences such as 
vandalism and fraud dropiu'd from 
164 in 1979 to 152 in 1980 in North 
Saanicli a 7 per cent decrease. In 
Sidney there were 265 charges in 1979 
and only 253 in 1980—- a five per 
cent drop.
Ctmtiiuicd on IhiRC 3
Youngsters from aU over the world rhet and made friends Alison Pennie, North Saanich teacher, Henrik, Denmark, 
during camping trip hosted by Parkland's Outdoor Waambwi, Kenya, Erin Campbell and Kevin Storey;
Leadership Club. Left to right, Margaret, Hong Kong, Parkland, Nasr, Gaza Strips \See story page 7\.
GOLDEN nematode:
B.C. Hydro has made it official. 
Following two years of meetings with 
residents. Central Saanich council 
and the Capital Regional District, the 
company has established a route for 
a 230 kV transmission line from Pike 
Lane substation to Keating sub­
station on Vcyaness Road.
A Hydro spokesman .said Monday 
the route was one of .several 
designated in the company’s interim 
Sept. 1980 report. It was chosen as 
having the “least overall .social and 
environmental impact” and 
“represents a “major change from 
Hydro’s previously preferred route”, 
which parallelled Keating Cross 
Road and drew a storm of protest 
from some 300 petitioners.
Starting from Pike Lane the line 
will extend north of Heal Lake, 
passes west of Durratice Road an' 
through the westerly portion of Heal 
Rifle Range, North of the range it 
turns east and extends along property 
boundary lines east of Old West 
Saanicli Road, runs north along 
property boundary lines adjacent to 
the industrial areti north of Keating 
Cross Road, then east, following the 
iiurih side of the industrial area to 
Keating substation.
The route chosen by Hydro has a 
"sensitive” area which Mayor Dave
I
Mayor Dave Hill 
.'. . ‘■best route ’
Hill said Monday he hoped would 
have gone underground. “But costs 
were prohibitive. Our share would 
have been more than $5'/j million.”
Hill said he was trying to look at 
the social and visual impact of the 
line. “I feel this is the best route. I 
wish it had been underground but we 
just couldn’t afford it.”
He .said some residents had 
suggested a referendum be held to 
determine whether taxpayers would
be willing to pay but council found 
the idea unrealistic and decided “not 
to subject people to a referendum.”
Hydro’s next step will be to ap­
proach property owners about line 
surveys. The line is expected to be in 
service by the fall of 1983.
The Hydro spokesman said further 
studies will be made and offered for 
public discussion on future electrical 
requirements between Keating and 
Sidney substations. Hill said he has 
asked Hydro where the proposed line 
will be going.
“People ought to know now so 
they cun prepare themselves,” he 
said. The mayor would also like the 
Keating to Sidney line in the com­
munity plan “so that in 10 or 15 
years from now people will be aware, 
will know that it’s there.”
Ihc transmission line will average 
90 feet in height with a right-of-way 
approximately 110 feet wide. In 
addition to the legally approved 
width of 110 feci, “danger trees” 
adjacent to the cleared right-of-way 
will be topped and trimmed. Because 
of the proximity of residents to the 
line. Hydro has promised to make a 
special clearing job and look at 
individual trees.
Cost of the Central Saanich 
portion of the line is $8 million.
seek
compensation
Central Saanich council moved 
Monday night to urge provincial and 
federal governments to look into 
compensation for farmers and to 
re.search alternate crop possibilities 
due to the golden nematode in­
festation on the Saanich Peninsula.
A planned quarantine area will 
include some 8(X) acres comprising 
not only where worms have been 
found but also those which are 
suspected — that is, where con­
taminated equipment has operated.
Nematode density is estimated at 
one million per acre and worms are 
highly persistent and can lie dormant 
in cysts for up to 25 years before 
coming to life again, council was 
told.
Host crops in which worms can 
hatch are primarily potatoes but can 
also include tomatoes and peppers.
The potato crop has meant a $1 
million a year industry to local 
farmers nnd“you can’t grow hay and 
make much mush out of that,',' Aid. 
Dick Sharpe said.
MIA Hugh Curtis 
, . . happy to help
It can he safely assumed the Sidney 
breakwater-harbor project is no 
longer just a dream or indulgent, 
wishful thinking. Recent approval in 
principal of the propo.sal by the 
federal small craft harbors branch 
has set the scat on the project.
Roses Martin, chairman of the ad 
hoc breakwater committee, however, 
predicts proceedings will be lengUiy. 
“It’s going to be n long time 
Cuming,” be ;.ays.
But it is going to come?
“If it wasn’t. I wouldn't be sitting 
on the goddam committee”, replies a 
testy Martin.
With the committee it’s been one 
slow Mcp at a time since it took over 
from a cliambcr of commerce group 
led by Bob Ward iti 1979 when small
craft harbors ruled the project had to 
be municipally b.ackcd and plans 
would not be accepted from in­
dividuals.
Marlin has likely felt the heat since 
then from several people who like 
things to move quickly - but the 
Sidney alderman sits light and firm, 
“I’m not in the business of creating 
dreams, going through the hoopla, 
raising excitement,” he says quietly.
Ami he's “not going to be 
pressured into doing anything 
irrational or anything that will 
damage our chance,s of getting the 
oreakwaiei,"
Small crafi.s has been criticized for 
being slow, for using delaying 
techniques and sending up smoke 
scrccn.s but Martin doesn’t knock it.
“1 do know its a piece of government 
machinery and doesn't move all that 
swiftly. But it has a limited budget 
and limited personnel.
"In my working relationship with 
this department's people, they’ve 
done the best they can under 
lesirictivc cmrdilious,”
The committee’s proposal, he 
admits, took six months to come 
back, "Obviously, it wa.s not a 
piiuiity ill their wuik load,” he .suy.s 
dryly.
Martin says the next imporiunt 
step Is to get potential developers 
together in Sidney and disctiss their 
proposals and the role the town is 
likely to play. He says the town, 
polilically and administratively, is 
currently not interested in running
the breakwater, but down the road, 
he adds, he’d like to sec the town 
“have a piece of the action. "It could 
bo leased out or managed for us,” he 
says.
When It comes to funding thcrc’.sa 
good chance Hugh Curtis, finance 
miiiisicr and MLA Saanich and the 
Islands,will be able to help.
Curtis said Monday, In the past 
he'd left the breakwater issue in the 
hands ol local auiiiuniic.s. "Now, if 
local people have proved more 
re.sponsive, then I will do what 1
cnn.
Curti.s said If he was formally 
rcriiiesicd by Sidney council to make 
eriqniries aboiir funding at BC'fir nr
Conlinued on Rage 3
Aid. Ross Martin 
. , . won't hepre.mmd
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Thanks to two Sidney 
13-year-olds and their 
120 sponsors, the B.C.
Invective ‘sad’
Variety Club Telethon is 
$437.09 richer.
David Goll, 2072
• Commission Sales & Expenses
ailLCQUELIRE DARLSTROI^ 
8603 Moxon Terrace, Sidney 656-3660










PANOMiA LEISUHE CENTRE 
EXPANSION
An opportunity for you to obtain the facts on the proposed addition.
February 25tb, 8:00 pm - Sanscha Hail, Beacon Avenue 
February 26th, S:00 pm - Legion Hall, ^ills Road
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Northbrook Drive, and 
Gordie Wright, 1970 
Lowe Road, raised that 
amount in the annual 
telethon for the 
province’s crippled 
children by playing a 
marathon 20 hours of 
ping-pong over the 
weekend.
The pair received 
official authorization 
from the telethon 
committee to raise 
funds, and though their 
initial goal was $1,000 
they were more than 
pleased with what they 
raised.
The boys played from 
noon Saturday through 
to 8 a.m. Sunday at 
Panorama Leisure 
Centre, taking only a 
three-minute break each 
hour.
But they weren’t the 
only ones there. Five 
friends from Parkland 
and North Saanich 
schools stayed the entire 
20 hours, lending 
support, as did 
supervisor Rob Gibbs. 
And both Gordie and 
David were back in 
school bright and early 
Monday morning.
The boys were just 
two of thousands across 
the province who helped 
push the telethon fund­
raiser over the $2 million 
mark for the first time 
ever.
Former North Stianich mayor 
George Westwood’s criticism of 
council’s record (see letter in Feb. 11 
Review) drew little response from 
council this week.
Though not named in the letter. 
Aid. Jay Rangel seemed the focus of 
much of Westwood’s criticism. The 
former mayor suggested, “Some 
members of council cast aside the 
thin veneer of high profile trivia”, 
and deal with “bedrock” issues.
He pointed to “newts, lillies, 
thistles, bird emblems, (and) un­
named creeks” as exampels of trivia 
council has been dealing with. All 
were issues in which Rangel was a key 
supporter.
But Rangel said Monday he viewed
“with sadness” the fact Westwood 
found it “necessary to go down the 
road of politics of invective that used 
to characterize North Saanich.”
Rangel said he took only “mild 
exception” to Westwood’s criticism 
that council spends too much time on 
“trivial issues”. “We’ve only spent 
a total of about 15 minutes on all of 
them,” he said.
Rangel also took “mild exception” 
to calling the issues trivial, especially 
the unnamed creek. He said the 
intent of the motion on the unnamed 
creek is to restock it with salmon.
In view of the recent closures and 
restrictions on sport salmon fishing 




Central and North 
Saanich councils 
Monday asked the 
federal government to 
reconsider its new sport 
fishing regulations and 




council was particularly 
upset because local 
sports fishermen were 
not given the op­
portunity to advise 
fisheries officials about 
a decision.
SPECIAL
February 18tti to 24th
SRiNG SN A 
FRIEND AND 
GET 2 PERILS 
FOR THE PRICE 
OF ONE
(HAIRCUT EXTRA) , '
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WE CARRY REDKEN PRODUCTS
204-2405 Beacon Ave., Sidney 656-2233 
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Aid. George
MacFarlane told council 
local experts like Jim 
Gilbert, a qualified 
marine biologist in­
volved in three royal 
commissions on salmon 
fishing, were not even 
approached by federal 
authorities.
Aid. Ron Cullis said 
he would support any 
regulation to save 
salmon stocks provided 
it made sense. “But I 
doubt if these 
regulations will do any 
good at all.”
Aid. Earle Tabor 
agreed. “These are 
severe recommendations 
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Where to take your visitors & friends
AUDMOUEGOLF COUIISE, 930 Ardmore Dr. uml 
West ShhiiIcIi HomI, Sidney 
A cozy, 9-liok‘r, Ideal for fainilles. Dcautiful scenery 
and special twilight rntes for 9-lioIc game. C!ub.<i and 
curt rentals picnic and barbecue facilities — 
swimming beach. IMione 656-4621.
IIRENTWOOD INN, 7172 llremwood Drive, 
Itreniwond. 652-2413,
SIDNEY TUAVEEODCiE, 22«0 neucon Ave., 
Sidney. 656-1176,
In The Cabaret every Friday and Saturday night, 
9;(K) p,m. to 2:tK) a.ni., Rock & Roll & Country 
Music.
I'eaiuring in the lounge, Ray Marquette, Guitar 
Vocalist, 8:(XI p.m, to midnight.
'ITIE MARINERS' MT'SFKM - A rnuct fn 
wlien in Sidney an Outstanding Maritime and 
Nautical Collection — located next to the Clipper 
Inn, 25.M Ikvan. Rhone 656-far.33.
Honrs: Daily 10 a.m. to 4 p,m, Sundays 1 to 4 p.m. 
Closed Tuesday and Wednesday.
LeBlanc to take another 
look at them.”
“It’s time somebody 
had the bloody guts to 
stand up and do 
something,” Aid. Dick 
Sharpe added.
North Saanich council 
noted it supports ef­
fective conservation 
methods, but called the 
new regulations “highly 
restrictive” and said 
they were “imposed 
arbitrarily” by federal 
fisheries.
Aid. Harold Parrott 
said the motion wasn’t 
strong enough for him, 
and attempted to add 
specific areas of con­
cern, such as the growth 
in the number of seine 
boats and a yearly 
Chinook limit.
Aid. Alan Cornford, 
who works for the 
federal fisheries at the ' 
Pat Bay Institute of' 
Ocean Sciences, ab­
stained from the whole' 
discussion.
Meanwhile, more than 
350 angry sport 
fishermen turned out for 
the monthly Sidney 
Anglers’ meeting 
Monday at the Legion 
Hall on Mills Road to 
voice their disapproval 
of the new regulations.
The group decided to 
forward a protest 
petition to the federal 
fisheries department, 
and to intensify their 
letter-writing campaign 
to LeBlanc to protest the 
regulations.
Some 100 fishermen 
were turned away at the 
door because of fire 
regulations limiting the 
number in the hall. 
(More stories, page 5.)
TAX TIP
OF THE WEEK
Q. Somo Lixpaycrs who 
altonS school coursos at 
night ask it this tuition 
feos may bo claimod as a 
tax deduction,
A. Yes, tuition leos lor 
night school coursos may 
be claimod as a tax 
doducllon provided the 
coursos wort) taken at a 
rocognizod school or 
university or a school 
rogistornd by the Ministor 
of f-mploymant and Im- 
mioratlon, o,g,, thoH&R 
Block Income Tax 
Courso, and tho loos 
wore in excess ot $2b, 
Tho students should ask 
Ihrt school or univorsily 
lor receipts that aro 
locogituod (01 lax pur- 
poser, and attach those to 
their lax return,
Msriiia Ccitrf 











An appeal was denied 
a number of Harbor 
Road residents who 
appeared at a Board of 
Variance hearing Feb. 10 
in ■ Sidney council 
chambers.
An original public 
hearing approved 
construction of a 30-foot 
high building at 
Armstrong Point, 
Harbour Road, built on 
35-foot high concrete 
pillars, and made way 
for Bylaw 700 which
determines height 
restrictions on buildings 
as measured from the 
average elevation along 
the front of a structure.
Residents adjacent 
objected to the “visually 
offensive’’ construction 
and appealed, claiming 
misinterpretation of the 
bylaw but when a Board 
of Variance upheld the 
decision, residents of 
Thumb Point, Harbour 
Road, filed an appeal to 
the B.C. Supreme Court 
to have the decision 
declared invalid, 
claiming they had not 
been notified of the 
original hearing.
The court declared the 
previous Board of 
Variance hearing in­
valid, upholding the 
claim of residents and 
another hearing was set 
for Feb. 10. Despite a 
turnout by residents 
from Thumb Point the 
Board of Variance came 
up with the same
decision it had
previously, upholding an 
interpretation of height, 
by Sidney building 
inspector Richard 
Kamakawaji, and the 
appeal was denied.
the ministry of industry and small 
business “1 would do so happily.”
Curtis said he hasn’t discussed 
funding the breakwater recently with 
BCDC “because it’s (breakwater) 
been on the back burner.”
In terms of provincial money, 
Curtis said the only avenue open was 
BCDC. In terms of direct provincial 
grants, he had never indicated this 
would be forthcoming and “nothing 
has happened to change that view,” 
he said*.
The redesigned breakwater-harbor 
is estimated to cost $6.5 million and 
provides for up to 1,000 or more 
boats and includes public area on­
shore and provision of development 
for public land.
from Page 1
It would be directly in front of 
Hotel Sidney and run from the 
bottom of Oakville Street to Mount 
Baker.
Bob Ward estimates direct 
revenues from moorage at $800,000 
annually — and that’s without gas 
dock sales, services, boat sale or the 
spin-off economic factors, he says. 
Transient boaters — based on $50 
per person per day (200) over a three- 
month period will net between $4 and 
$5 million, he says.
And for Ward, the sooner the 
breakwater is built the better. He 
says lack of berths in Sidney and 
North Saanich have reached a crisis 
situation.” “You can’t sell a boat 
and there’s no place to put it.”
Bucks trend
Continued from Page 1 
But break-ins jumped in North 
Saanich last year and fell in Sidney. 
There were 55 break-ins in Sidney in 
1980 compared to 66 the year before
— a 17 per cent drop.
In North Saanich the number went 
from 45 in 1979 lo 65 in 1980 — a 44 
per cent increase. At the same time 
other thefts, such as automobiles and 
bicycles, went from 173 in 1979 to 
186 last year in North Saanich — an 
eight per cent increase.
For the same offences, numbers 
rose by nearly 44 per cent in Sidney
— from 197 to 284 last year.
The number of charges for being 
into,xicated dropped by almost half in 
both Sidney and North Saanich last 
year. Sidney reported just 48 charges 
in 1980 compared to 83 the year 
before, while North Saanich had 150 
such charges last year compared to 
298 in 1979.
Drug charges, involving mostly 
possession of hashish and marijuana, 
fell in Sidney but rose in North 
Saanich. Sidney reported a 10 per 
cent drop — from 33 to 30, and 
North Saanich saw a 31 per cent 
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Opinion valuable
We dislike the idea of reviewing 
readers’ letters through these columns — 
as we noted last week, comment on them 
is rare. However, a letter today poses a 
problem since charges contained within 
the letter prove the writer knows little or 
nothing about the functions of a 
newspaper. Perhaps the following in­
formation will be helpful to him.
Newspapers provide a variety of 
services, the most important being news, 
coverage of events. Community 
newspapers differ from daily papers 
only in their content — local happenings 
instead of national and international 
news — but both abide by the same 
rules.
If a paper does a good job it acts as a 
mirror to the community, reflecting 
back society’s own image. The extent to 
which this image is true is dependent 
upon the honesty and quality of 
reporting.
'[A newspaper also provides a vehicle 
for opinions — both for its readers and 
editorial staff. Readers have their say 
through letters to the editor; the paper’s 
staff uses editorials, columns, and ar­
ticles which are bylined . to convey 
''v.Opinion."';L'.h ■ hL
And opinion -^ providing it doesn’t 
L contain libel or lies or is totallv ill-
Ask Sands 
Depend on Sands 
Undertaking Society 
membership fee 
applicaole toward our 
SERVICE
Skiff of snow that fell Feb. 11 was surprise to these daffodils on Central Saanich 
farm. Daffs were going well until 2.2 cm of snow fell, causing leaf tips to brown.
letters iiitnimnminiiitiniiiiiniiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiHiiiii
informed -- is valuable. In thematter of 
; ; T opinion,! newspapers, in fact, have a 
particular duty to inform the public 
when certain information cannot be 
conveyed any other way.
For example, if voters elect someone 
to council who does not do his 
homework, stays out of debate and 
merely keeps the seat of his chair warm, 
then people will never know they’ve 
wasted their vote unless they’re told.
If the seat warmer doesn’t do his job 
this fact, will not emerge through a 
“factual news story”. It can only be 
revealed through a reporter’s in­
terpretation of what he observes — 
which then becomes opinion,
That’s why the writer of We've Come 
A Long Way is wrong (and naive) 
when he says it is not this paper’s 
function to judge the performance of a 
council or individual.
This is preci-sely one of our functions. 
People may accept or reject our opinions 
— or better still — start thinking for 
themselves and do their own in­
vestigation. For another of a 
new'spaper’s aims is to stimulate interest 
among its readers.
Deserve 'thank you^
.As a mother of young children I usually get 
things done later than the optimum time and this 
letter is no exception. I now write to recognize 
four Parkland students who, on Jan. 31, 
represented their school with skill, dedication, 
long hours of preparation and even some per­
spiration. They did not wear reassuring uniforms; 
nor did they have benefit of cheerleaders.
1 am praising four debaters: Sean Larkin, Vald 
Pilich, Brian Train and .Andreas Weichert. At 
Brentwood College during the Vancouver Island 
Regional Finals Debate Tournament they argued 
both for and against the resolution that the 
national government of Canada renew 
federalism. Our Parkland team of four managed 
to win five out of six debates and put one of their 
members in place for the provincial finals to be 
held in Prince George this spring.
While observing the debaters I was struck both 
by how lonely their role must feel and by how 
much individual and team growth is necessary' for 
their survival, not to mention their achievement. 
These four deserve a thank you from their 
community and encouragement to make their 
contribution to education grow in popularity.




1 have been a propeny owner in Nonh Saanich 
for 25 years and have subscribed to your paper 
for many years in order to be informed of events 
in the area.
In the past three issues your reporter mentions 
a forthcoming referendum on a S2.7 million 
addition to the Panorama Leisure Centre.
.According to my recollection this matter was 
discussed in your paper two years ago as a S2.7 
million addition.
In my experience with construction the costs 
have risen 25-30 percent the past two years and 
what was 2.7 million some 2 years ago could be 
$3.5 million today.
Could your reporter check the source of in­
formation and ascertain if Panorama has a firm 
contract price of S2.7 million or does the contract 
have to be re-negotiated in light of todays in­
creased costs?
Lamest P. Hudson 
P.O.Box 1444 
Victoria
Kd. Note; Cosl.s for additional construction 
at the centre (S2.7 m] wa.s announced June, 1980. 
Estimate is now $2.8 million and allows for 16 
percent increa.se in construction costs, (see PI, 
Feh. 11 edition of The Review.]
.A monumental mistake was, made when the 
Sidney and North Saanich recreation centre was 
built on its present site. This becomes evident if 
we consider that Saanichion. with its rapidly 
expanding population, is closer to the centre than 
Beacon and Fifth while statistics show that -44 per 
cent of the centre usage is by, Central Saanich 
residents.
Now we taxpayers of Sidney and N. Saanich 
are asked to further subsidize Central Saanich by- 
expanding the centre.
With ever increasing taxes, soon to include 
essentials such as additional policing and fire 
prevention, I say “no” to expansion until Central 
Saanich shares equally in the cost of building and 
running the centre.
H.I. Potter 
1105 Cypress Road 
Sidney
We Ve come a long way.
■ . The “Review” has come a longWay since the 
late Bert Green, a gentleman in every respect, was 
its editor and - latterly its editorial Writer. 
Unfortunately, the movement has; been- all 
downhill-, and it hit a record Ipsv in the feature 
editoriaf in last week’s paper ori the political 
infighting in North Saanich.
Whatever the merits of the issue, if any, the 
editorial statements:. . . “.AndWe feel, since this 
paper covers all .North Saanich council and 
committee meetings — and Westwood doesn’t — 
We’re likely to be in a better position to judge how 
this council operates and 'whether its record, as 
Westwood writes, is 'less than impressive’ "... 
was most objectionable and deserves the strongest 
condemnation.
It is not the function of any newspaper, pur­
porting to serve the public at large in a reputable 
manner, to judge the performance of a local 
icouncil nor of its individual members and, thence 
at election time, to presume to instruct the public 
how to vote.
It is the, voting public svho has the sole 
prerogative to judge the quality of the operations 
of local councils and to elect or to re-elect those 
candidates who, in its estimation, merit its 
confidence. In reaching its judgment the public 
may be beneficially served by factual news 
reports, by fair editorial and opinion columns and 
by knowledgeable readership comments, 
whatever the ascribed or apparent motive of such 
,;omments.
.•\ newspaper, however, that distort.s the news. 
;shelters its proteges and stifles criticism is sub­
verting the deIIio,.r,i;iv pTciwc>>. IRv,*, dare the 
editor of a newspaper have the conceit to claim’ 
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From (he Feb. 19,1931, Issue of The Review.
.An explosion on James Island yevsterday 
morning shortly after 8 a.m. shook the buildings 
of the surrounding district. A long distance call to 
the island brought the news that this explosion 
occurred in the black powder mill, causing 
considerable damage, but fortunately no one was 
hurt.
• • *
Mr. D. Craig will open for business at bis new 
premises in the building recently vacated by Jack 
Asklcy, opposite Sidney TMiarmacy, Feb. 23. 
Changes base been made to accommodate Mr, 
Craig's business and be will carry on as usual in 
the blacksmith and stove exchange business, and 
in addition will handle plumbing and heating 
supptie.s, automatic water systems, baidware, and 
Union gas. oil and greive, '
40 VEARB AGO!
From Ihe Feb. 19.1941, taut* of The Review.
S, Roberts was selling two lots on Kobcris Bay 
(60 feel by 230 feet) for only S350 apiece, wltile 
Eddy's in Victoria had a sale on cotton dresses 
just SI apiece,
looking back
FKewhere, the Women's .Auxiliary to the Nort'h 
Saanich branch of the Canadian Legion met at 
the home of Mrs. E.I, Jones, Patricia Bay, for a 
sewing meeting. There was good attendance and a 
shipment of clothing for England was made ready 
and will be going forward this week in the care of 
the Overseas League.
3(1 VEARS AGO:
From (he Feb. 21, 19S1, Ivsue of The Review .
Further provision of fire equipment was 
reported for Central Saanich. The Victoria Fire 
Depuriment had loaned a mobile pumping unit 
and l.fKiO feet of hose, The donation of a long 
wltcelhase car for conversion to an ambulance or 
auxiliary lire truck was announced. It was the gift 
ol Reeve Sydney Pickles in his capacity as 
raiepayer.
No announcement has been made by the 
depattment of transport regarding the possibility 
of the RC.AF taking over the barracks on East 
Camp Hi Patricia Bay Airport, The buildings, 
which were used to house families of army men 
stationed at Work Point Barracks, were 
evacuated althe ctiid of .laruiary,
2(1 VEAR.S AGO:
From the Feb. 15, 1%1, Issue of The Review
Former proprietor of the Sidney Gem Theatre, 
Corncliih Maanman, late residence 9774-3rd 
Street, passed away Sunday, Feb, 12 at Rest 
l-laven Ho>pital, Born in Fargo, North Dakota 75 
years ago, Mr, Muartnuin wa.s a resident of 
Sidney for the past 1? years.
Old Patricia Bay Highway, lying between 
Sterne's Garage on the new highway and the 
junciion of Wains and the new highway is to be 
luimcd Blue Heron Road. The name has been 
taken from the bay of that name around'"which 
the road uirve.s.
10 YEARS AGO:
From the F>b. 17. 1971, Usue of The Review,
It is suspected that a cougar may base been at 
large in the Deep Cose area late last week, North 
Saar.uli .initrm! o',n;:v'il!cT Colin NwUl.Oipv ...lid 
two sheep were killed near Chalet Road, one of 
which was partially eaten.
Dogs just kill, but they don't eat or carry away 
their prey, Nelthorpe said, Hounds were put, on 
the scent and the rneasured tracks corresponded 
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Sports fishing edict 
‘bitterly condemned’
Letter of censure 
to fisheries minister
By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
Peninsula sport fishermen and local industry 
spokesmen have bitterly condemned sweeping 
changes to sport salmon fishing regulations 
announced Feb. 11 by federal fisheries officials.
“It’s management by panic,” Brentwood guide 
and tackle manufacturer Jim Gilbert said 
Tuesday.
“It’s the most assinine thing I’ve ever heard in 
' my whole life,” added Harvey’s Sporting Goods 
owner Len Bland. “It’s disastrous.”
Regulation changes include a four-month sport 
fishing closure, a one-chinook daily sport catch 
limit and a ban on downriggers — all moves 
designed to conserve chinook salmon in Georgia 
Strait.
The four-month closure on all sport salmon 
fishing will run from Dec. 1, 1981 to April 1982 in 
the Strait of Georgia, said Wayne Shinners, 
federal fisheries director general on the Pacific 
Coast.
Georgia Strait is considered the waters from 
Sheringham Point, easterly around the lower end 
of Vancouver Island, and up the east coast to 
Campbell River.
Jim Gilbert
. . . ‘it's management by panic ’
Len Bland 
... ‘disastrous'
Only one chinook salmon will be allowed in the 
f'our-fish-a-day sport bag limit starting this April 
1. Chinook arc taken by sport fishermen 
throughout the year, but coho are a summer and 
early fall fish, so the restriction has the effect of 
cutting the sport bag limit to one fish for much of 
the fishing season.
The ban on downriggers went into effect im­
mediately and ends June 30. Shinners said 
downriggers were banned because they increase 
sport fishing effectiveness to the point .sport 
anglers “can rival the commercial fi.sherman's 
ability to catch salmon.”
But Bland, Gilbert and others are certain the 
new restrictions will hit hard at the local sport 
fishing industry, “It will hurt me as it will hurt 
everyone else in the business to a great e-stent,” 
Bland told The Review.
Businesses which aren’t diversified “will ab­
solutely go under if the regulations remain as they 
suggest," Bland said. His own lnisine.ss is 
diversified, he added, but will still lose about .30 
per cent because of the new regulations.
“l•'ishing represents about 60 per cent of the 
business. I feel 50 per cent of that W) will be wiped 
out.”
He said fishermen were concerned about the 
Clark government’s proposed 20-inch limit, “but 
that was like a bunch of roses compared to what 
we’re faced with.”
Bland said he has contacted both provincial 
and federal governments, but “with basically no 
success of changing anything.” He has also 
phoned area Tory MP Don Munro’s Ottawa 
office and , was told to write Fisheries Minister 
Romeo LeBlanc.
Meanwhile, Gilbert, who is rdso a noted 
biologist and member of the Sport Fishing 
Advisory Council, agreed there is a problem with 
chinook salmon stocks.
But he said the new regulations won’t do a 
thing lo restore depleted chinook stocks. He 
pointed out the winter salmon catch is primarily 
American-hatched slock, so restricting catch and 
closing the grounds won’t increase Canadian 
slocks. . '
The increase in sport fishermen and increased 
lure efficiency has meant the sport catch has also 
increased every year. Combined with habitat 
degradation, flooding, forestry overlogging, 
natural disasters, and particularly overfishing by 
seine netters of riverbound salmon, chinook 
stocks are “in bad trouble”, Gilbert said.
“Some have even been annihilated,” he added. 
“But no salmon stock has ever been decimated by 
hook and line fishing.”
He said hook and line fishing takes only salmon 
which strike, while seiners take evefything. 
“They’re non-selective in the size of fish and have 
the power to decimate an entire run,” Gilbert 
said.
But he said instead of a one-chinook-a-day 
limit, SFAC proposed a 30-chinook annual limit. 
Under the government’s one-a-day scheme, sport 
fishermen could conceivably take 365 salmon a 
year, while SFAC’s maximum would have been 
just 30 Chinook a year.
Gilbert also questioned the effect on the one-a- 
day catch on the charter fishing industry. Who’s 
going to pay $80 a day to catch just one fish? he 
asked.
As well, fishermen will be tempted to throw 
back smaller fish in hopes of catching their one 
large chinook for the day, thus killing even more 
chinook.
He also called the new regulations unen­
forceable. Fisheries officers will have to be right 
there when the salmon is caught to charge* 
anyone, he said. “It’s just a can of worms.”
Stewart Frampton of Brentwood Boat Rentals 
said the four-month closure “means the marinas 
might as well close down” during that time. He 
added guides will be especially hurt by the onC- 
chinook-a-day limit.
Alec Chisholm of Angler’s ’Anchorage in 
Brentwood said he believes the federal fisheries 
officials are simply trying to gauge reaction and 
will then modify the regulations.
He said he would have to lay off some staff, 
run a “quieter operation” during the four-month 
chinook closure, and try to make up the loss in 
the .summer season.
Local sport fishing industry spokesmen aren’t 
the only ones concerned about the new salmon 
sport fishing regulations announced last week.
B.C. environment minister Stephen Rogers 
Thursday reacted angrily to the changes, con­
demning what he termed “a unilateral action in 
an area of great common concern.”
Rogers said everyone understands a problem 
exists, but for a solution to work co-operation is 
needed.
If you want to write to federal Fisheries 
Minister Romeo LeBlanc, here is his Ottawa 
address: 240 Sparks Street, Ottawa, Ontario.
Elsewhere:
»A majority of the B.C. Sport Fishing 
Advisory Council said it will quit unless the new 
restrictions are changed. Nine members met 
Friday at Oak Bay Marina and drafted a strong 
letter of censure directed to federal Fjsheries 
Minister Romeo LeBlanc and senior management 
staff at his Vancouver Department.
•University of B.C. biologist Ray Hilborn, who 
helped drat I the new legislation, said Thursday 
sport fishermen took an estimated 1.5 milliorl 
chinook in B.C. last year, and said the new 
regulations are necessary. But SFAC members 
said Friday the figure is highly inflated.
It took more than 50years, but Scotty Watson, 24-7390 West 
Saanich Road, finally drew perfect crib hand. While playing 
with wife Lilia, Scotty was dealt jack of clubs and three fives, 
and Lilia turned up the five of clubs for perfect 29-point 
hand.
FENCING LTD.
All kinds of lencing — 
residential, commercial, 
farm:
“Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"
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It's not work 
to walk.
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in ladies clothing and 
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to pick up your 
19S1 licence plate decals 
and insurance
FOR QUICK AND EFFICIENT 
SERVICE - YOUR 1 STOP IS
GORDON HULME L^^^^
Avoid linotips by coming In early, II you aro going lo bo out ol town, don't worry, 
wc can tako core ol II -- and please remember — bring your driwor’s licence and 
postal coda ntimbor.
Tho cfisl la Iho sarno wholher you deal through your local Insurance agoni or tho 
Motnr Vchicifi Olllcc. Wo arrstigo appolntmonis lor yoor convenience,
2444 Beacon Ave. 6S6-1154 Sidney
(Wo will ba open Salurdiys during Februery)
This year the Province of British Columbia 
is again offering lo help employers open up 
new jobs for young people. If you can 
create a job that provides a young person 
with good training, we'll share the cost of 
wages with you. You can hire a youth of 
your choice or we can help you.
Jobs may start anytime after April 1,1981, 
but this year those offering training that 
could lead to permanent employment will 
be given priority. Funds are limited, so send 
your application in early. Please allow 4-6 
weeks for processing your application. Do 
not hire until you have received approval.
Applications for funding and further infor­
mation are available from any Ministry of 
Labour office, Provincial Government 
Agent, or the Employment Opportunity 
Programs Branch offices listed below.
Province of 
British Columbia 












238 Franklyn Street 
V9R 2X4 
753-6683
Or dial Operator and ask for Zenith 2210, toll tree.
98'^9|5tlSt
1 no/ fiFP '
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YouVe bright, 
ambitious,and successful 





Mosi jobs are like 'his: you sia 
like a house on fire, learn aii there is 
to V.mti. then you end uo doing the 
same thing day alter day after day 
alter day.
When you work as a CENTURY 
21 - Neighborhood Professional''.' no 
one sets limits on your growth: you 
earn as much as you’re '.'/orth at your 
ov/n pace.
Cali us about our next Career Day 
and meet people lust like you. We'll 
tell you about our extensn/e real 
estate training. And we'il show you 
the CENTURY 21 Action '/•.'arrantyiv 
— our exclusive '.vritten agreement 
that is changing the face of real 
• estate.
For a brighter future, join the CEN­
TURY 21 Neighborhood Profes­
sionals. You'll never be bored. You
have our word on that.
At CENTURY 21. We'll Give Our 
Word To You.'v
Ontu5U
Illegal tree cutting in the 
Ardmore area has North Saanich 
council concerned, and it has 
asked municipal staff to in­
vestigate. Aid. Alan Cornford, an 
Ardmore resident, told council 
Monday some trees have been 
taken dovsTi on public beach 
accesses along Braemar and 
i Bradley Dyne Roads.
I Cornford said he was_ made
I aware of the cutting just about a 
I week ago. Engineering director 
I Daryl Ashby said he is unaware of 
I any municipal work in that area.
I In other council news:
I ®The APC also suggested 
I council examine selling public
beach accesses that currently end 
at cliffs.
•Capital Regional District 
representative Aid. Jim Cumming 
said CRD has endorsed a sales tax 
"to fund regional buses. Mayor 
Eric Sherwood said he supports 
the move, noting a sales tax hike 
from four cents to 4'/2 cents 
would raise another S7 or $8 
million in the Capital Region.
“I think it’s a realistic way to 
go,” Sherwood said. CRD 
attempted to place a tax on Hydro 
bills, but was halted by municipal 
affairs minister Bill 'Vander Zalm. 
Vander Zalm instead suggested a 












Thursday, February 19th, 1981 Laurel Point Inn
Guest Speaker. Mr. John Henry. First Vice-President. CENTURY 21 Canada
Plan now on attending! For more information, call any of the CENTURY 21 offices listed below -
CENTURY 21 Western Homes, CENTURY 21 CENTURY 21 Knowles Realty,
1623 McKenzie Ave,, Sutherland & Associates, #207-895 Fort St.,
Victoria, B.C. 5803 Trans Canada Hwv., Victoria, B.C.
Phone 721-2121 Duncan, B.C.. Phone 748-4656 Phone 384-8101














2395 Beacon Ave., Sidney. B.C, 
Phone 656-4000
CENTURY 21 Arbutus Realty,










I have just returned from a Royal Carib­
bean Cruise on the “Song of Norway.” 
This magnificent ship visited St. 
Thomas and San Juan, Puerto Rico.
If you are thinking of a Caribbean 
cruise or a relaxing holiday, please call 





Sidney council is looking at bylaw requirements 
for offstreet parking following a proposal by a 
Beacon Avenue coffee shop to build a coffee 
shop-delicatessen pastry shop on Third Avenue.
, Owen Lunn, who now runs the delicatessen and 
coffee shop at 2455 Beacon, wrote council that 
parking is his problem. Parking has to be on the 
same site as the store, at this moment a ‘‘financial 
impossibility”. With the high cost of land and 
ridiculous interest rates, the project could never 
get off the ground, Lunn told council.
The store owner is asking permission to build a 
‘‘first class, prestige building” as an outlet for his 
products. With extra floor space, Lunn explains 
he can give better service and supply a greater 
variety of products. He currently employs 15 
people and says that with more floor space this 
number would be increased.
He suggests leasing a parking lot at the rear of 
Sunshine Yacht Shop with exit and entry on 4th 
and 3rd Street, but Sidney town administrator 
Geoff Logan said Monday council can’t support 
the land being leased.
‘‘We would have no control over that kind of 
leased parking arrangement. The lease can be 
terminated at any time and there’s no future 
security in it — that’s why we don’t allow it to 
happen,” he said.
Logan said the bylaw states there must be 
onsite parking or in lieu, Lunn can pay the town 
money which will go into an offstreet parking 
fund the town uses to provide future parking.
Meanwhile, Logan said council was studying 
the bylaw to see if it was possible to ‘‘relax it 
somewhat, or be made less stringent.”
Th^xili
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With Your Building Supply Needs!!!
Whether you’re thinking of: REPAIRING, REPLACING OR 
MAINTAINING COMPONENTS OF YOUR HOME WE HAVE 
WHAT IT TAKES TO GET THE JOB DONE.
Courteous salespeople with the knowledge to help you with your project 
Supplying quality merchandise to Victoria and the peninsula for over SO years.
VISIT BUTLER BROTHERS BUILDALL TODAY 
THE SUPERMARKET OF BUILDING MATERIALS.








Monday to Ftidiy 
7,30 ini loti,30 pm. 
Stluiday








HEAT PUMPS SAVE MONEY
FOR YOUR NEW HOME OR ADD ON TO YOUR EXISTING 
OIL OR ELECTRIC FURNACE SYSTEM
Let's face it, the cost of energy is continually increasing. Look at this typical 












The above is based on an 8% annual cost increase for electric energy and 17,6% for oil 
Total heat loss 44,370 BTLIH. For this exarnpio,
GIVE US A CALL: FIND OUT HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAVE.
Free Survey Aestlmatea A
»}o5“44i5tJ
ELECTRIC ELECTRIC
OIL RESISTANCE HEAT PUMP
$ 565 S 562 $223
S 663 $607 $240
S 780 $655 $260
S 916 $ 708 $280
$1077 $ 765 $303
$1265 S 626 $327
S1487 $ 892 $353
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WITH THIS SUPER SPECIAL FROM
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PLUS WITH EVERY ’3000“ MIN, ORDER WE WILL GIVE YOU A 
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RETAIL VALUE OF ""'yy’"’
SpliClal in effect from Jsn. 26 to Fob. 28,1981






ASK ABOUT THE *400 
GOVERNMENT COMPANY 
REBATE!
A DUAL CONVERSION gives you the 
choico of GAS or PROPANE with Iho FIlok 
of a Switch! Get tho economy and capacity 
of Propone or tho convenience of Gas 
whenovor you need It,
• Farm ® Commercial » Private 
All work done to CGA and UL spBcIficatlons. 
SAFE, RELIABLE Iritslallalions
VA- eStCOast YOUR PROPANE VEHICLE
. ^ ... „ CONVERSION CENTRE
' ,.“nrmireffon io. Inc. ronvAricouvcnicuNO
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(Who remembers Joe’s Dairy, run by Joe 
Bilgeri in the 1950s in the days when milk was 10 
quarts for a dollar? Ralph Burry, self-appointed 
historian and collector of tokens did some 
research on the dairy after he was given a set of its 
30-year-old tokens for his collection. Burry is a 
fellow of the Canadian Numismatic Research 
Society, is interested in stories connected with 
tokens, and would appreciate hearing from 
anyone who has information. He can be con­
tacted at 9359 Village Way, Sidney, or call 656- 
5808).
Bilgeri was born in Austria before the turn of 
the century and came to eastern Canada after 
World War I as an immigrant farm worker. His 
wife had died in Austria so there was nothing to 
deter the former officer in the Austrian army 
from working where he pleased. Eventually 
Bilgeri came west and in 1937 was working for a 
Mr. Heal in Saanichton, who raised cows and 
pigs. World War II found him helping to build 
Pat Bay Airport — used then for training air 
force personnel — and after the war Bilgeri did 
various jobs around Sidney.
In 1950 he married Mrs., Grace Hambly, a 
widow from Edmonton who had a large family — 
three girls and four boys. Joe’s children had 
stayed in Europe, except for his son Herbert, who
Burry holds token for Joe's Dairy.
later followed his father to Canada.
Bilgeri and his new wife bought a house and 
barn on Henry Avenue near 8th Street and it’s 
likely older residents will remember the dances 
held in the barn.
Bilgeri had some cows and started to sell milk 
around Sidney from 1950 until 1956 — older folk 
may remember the plastic pint and quart tokens 
he used. Then he sold his cows and became a
Parkland club hosts
guests from many nations
Parkland’s Outdoor Leadership Club hosted a 
camping trip to Pender Island recently for a 
group of students from Lester B. Pearson College 
of the Pacific. Main goal of the weekend was to 
meet people from different parts of the world and 
to have fun — unanimous agreement was that 
both goals were successful says Geoff Armstrong, 
a teacher from North Saanich school who 
organized the trip.
Guests from Australia, Zimbabwe, Kenya, 
Singapore, Japan, China and a variety of other 
nations were given an opportunity to enjoy a taste 
of Outdoor Leadership hospitality.
The Parkland club — in its first year of 
operation — is an extension of the Outdoor 
Leadership program which has been in operation 
at North Sanich school for more than four 
years. Purpose of the club is to develop leadership 
skills through outdoor education and to furnish 
lifeskills training which will enable members to 
provide service to elementary schools and to the 
community.
Students in the program receive theoretical
and practical instruction in St. John’s 
Ambulance, safety oriented first aid, outdoor 
survival skills, map and compass work, campsite 
planning, group organization and other aspects of 
leadership dynamics.
The weekend on Pender gave the Parkland 
crew a good opportunity to put some of their 
skills to the test, Armstrong says. Events in­
cluded a “bush crash” through rugged terrain, an 
outdoor cooking demonstration, camp 
organization activities and a pleasant evening by 
the fire.
All youngsters agreed, however, that the best 
part of the trip was the chance to share ideas and 
dreams with young people from other parts of the 
world.
Future activities of the club will include sur­
vival training trips to the Gulf Island and the west 
coast; day hikes to areas of special interest; return 
visits with students from Pearson and a major 
project—the production of a 16mm film about 
Outdoor Leadership experience.
1981
WHY STAND IN LINE?
AVOID IDE LAST MINUTE RUSH.
COME IN NOW TO
(fijk Seaboard Properties Ltd
distributor for Island Farm milk. His phone 
number in those days was 223.
Later, his son-in-law, Stan Watling, took over 
the business and had the dairy tokens punched 
with a hole to mark change of ownership.
Bilgeri enjoyed retirement. At 70, he began to 
receive his old age pension cheques — but he 
didn’t cash them. Canada, he thought, had been 
good to him and owed him nothing. He kept 
returning them but the cheques just kept coming, 
so finally Bilgeri gave in.
In 1965 his wife, Grace, died. She was 70. Soon 
after, Bilgeri returned to Austria to visit relatives 
and died there, at 78, of a heart attack.
Watling ran the dairy for several years until, he 
says, the large dairy combines forced him out of 
business. He also opened up a drive-in dairy (1960 
- 1964) where Hannigan’s Hamburger stand is 
now, adjacent to Safew’ay on Beacon Avenue, 
and ran Stan’s Food Centre in Sidney, which 
closed in 1975.
Both Bilgeri and Watling served on Sidney 
council — Bilgeri for five years while Watling 
was alderman when Sidney was incorporated in 
December, 1952. The Wallings are retired and live 









ONE WEEK ONLY -
SALE ENDS SATURDAY, FEB. 21st
10% OFF AND iORE ON
HOOVER - EUREKA - ROYAL
WRIGHT, CANNISTER AND
POWER HEAD iWODELS
- ALL HAVE FACTORY WARRANTY
PLUS
10% OFF ALL VACUUM TOOLS
Such as Grevice, Floor, Carpet, Dusting Brush.
WE HAVE A GOOD SHPPLY OF 
DISPOSABLE PAPER BAGS
Sidney Appliance Centre Ltd.
2388 Beacon Avenue 656-3422
The only Agent between Royal Oak and Sidney
MON. to FRI.




8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
SATURDAY
(Fob, 28111) 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.









8 • 5:30 Weekdays 
8:30 • 5 p.m. Saturday 
10- 4 p.m. Sunday 
"PUT THE
0768 - 5th Street,
656-3975Icioverdal^ :: -iii
BRAND ON YOUR HOME*
Pages THEREVIEW Wednesday, February 18,1981
Thanks for snaking 




Owner Dave Jones of Dave’s Appliance Centre 
receives cheque from Nell StaHard of LGL Ltd. at 
the Open House on February 14th.
Many people called in to see the new premises and 
sample the catering of Bob Gach.




Washers, dryers, Fridges 
Dishwashers, Ranges
2449B Beacon ccfi ?Q1 9
(behind Suntime Yachts) vDO''5oU
Apologies to longtime 
peninsula resident May 
John for a Feb. 4 Review 
article which indicated 
Mrs. John would like the 
unnamed creek running 
into Pat Bay on the 
Union Bay Indian 
Reserve to be named 
John Creek since its 
source is believed to be 
John Springs. Mrs. John 
has denied she suggested 
the name, and Aid. Jay 
Rangel agrees.
Rangel, who discussed 
various creek names in 
the article, said, “Other 
people thought it might 
be a good idea to name 
the creek John Creek 
because the headwaters 
are named John 
Springs.”
He regrets any in­
convenience to Mrs. 
John over the story.
I!
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) Clubhouse, 2304 Oakville 
Street, is an activity centre for young 
people aged 13 - 18. Most activities 
are free and everyone is welcome. 
Gym nights are 7 - 9 p.m. every 
Wednesday at Sidney elementary 
and every Thursday, same time, at 
Deep Cove school.
Clubhouse hours are Monday to 
Thursday 7 - 9:30 p.m., Friday and,„ 
Saturday 7-11 p.m. and Sundays 
noon to 4 p.m. Please join in for a 
game of pool, football, bumper pool 
or a friendly rap session. Concession 
available, parent enquiries welcome. 
Call 656-0134 days, 656-6713 nights. 
All activities supervised.
Bluewater Cruising Association 
meetings are held the first Wed­
nesday of the month at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Call 656-2723.
La Leche League of Sidney 
welcomes all women interested in 
breast-feeding to its monthly 
meetings held the first Thursday each 
month. Please come and bring your 
baby. For more information call 
Rosemary Brown at 652-3501.
Central Saanich senior citizens 
meet at 2 p.m. the first and third 
Thursday each month in the Lions 
Hall on East Saanich Road. New 
members welcome.
Central Saanich fire department 
cardio-pulminary resuscitation 
classes are held the first Wednesday
in the month at the firehall. For more 
information call Peter Cellarius at 
652-2649.
Discovery Toastmistress Club 
meets second and fourth Thursdays 
at 8 p.m. in Shady Creek United 
Church, East Saanich Road.
Saanich Peninsula Toastmasters 
meet each Tuesday at 7:15 p.m. at 
Panorama Leisure Centre. For more 
information call 382-5004. Guests 
welcome.
Sidney Ladies Barbershop Chorus 
meets at 7:45 p.m. Mondays in the 
Masonic Hall, 4th Street, Sidney. For
[THE COST IS THE SAME
TO YOy
Whether you buy your Autoplan decals 
and plates at the Motor Vehicle Branch or
F®r Friendly, Efficient Service and Advice, 
let Ranald and Iqm Sparling leek 
after yeur Antepian renewal.
©PElhi SATyBOAYS 10 a.m.- S p.m.
leal Estate Ltd,
2489 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C.








Sauted Tenderioin Tips 
With Green Peppers, 
Mushroom and Onions 
Served )»ith a Rice Sauced 
Rice Pilaff and 
Fresh Vegetables







Beverage “Stay with us —
30 Beautifully Appointed Tudor Rooms"
2476 Mt. Newton X Rood 652-H46
On Potricio Bov Highway, 5 Mites from Ferry
SUNDAY
BUFFET
11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 
a hip of beef 










more information call 656-5761 after 
7 p.m.
Brentwood Bay Alanon Group 
meet Tuesday evenings, Sidney group 
Wednesday evenings. For more 
information call 382-0744.
Annual meeting and election of 
officers for Central Saanich 
Ratepayers will be held 8 p.m. 
tonight in the municipal hall. Saanich 
Farmer’s Institute president Jack 
Arnaud is guest speaker. New 
members welcome.
Bluewater Cruising Association 
will present Two Against the Horn at 
8 p.m. March 12 and 13 at the 
Newcombe Auditorium. Tickets $6, 
available at the Maritime Museum, 
Ocean Books, Sailtrend, and Sun­
time Yacht Shop. For more in­
formation call Muriel Cienciala at 
656-2723 after 6 p.m.
Central Saanich recreaction 
department offers morning, af­
ternoon and evening fitness classes 
for adults, kindergym for one to 
three-year-olds and recreation 
playtime for preschoolers. For details 
call Tim Richards at 652-4444.
Saanich and the Islands Social 
Credit Constituency plans a wine and 
cheese party with a fashion show by 
Spooners Ladies Wear at 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 27 at Sanscha Hall. Tickets $3, 
available at the constituency office, 
2460 Beacon Avenue, Sidney. Call 
656-6232.
Peninsula Singles Club invites all 
single, divorced, widowed and 
separated persons to Sunday night 
dancing socials held 7-9 p.m., New 
Dimension Studios, 830 Pembroke 
Street. Free dance lessons, coffee. 
For more information call 382-0333.
Sidney Film Association presents 
Fahrenheit 451 at 8 p.m. Feb. 21 in 
Sidney elementary school. The movie 
stars Julie Christie and Oskar 
Werner, is directed by Francois 
Truffaut and is based on a science 
fiction story by Ray Bradbury.
Sidney-North Saanich Garden 
Club plans a fruit tree pruning 
demonstration Saturday at 2 p.m., 
8662 Llewellyn Place, off Dean Park 
Road. All gardeners welcome. 
Newsletter now sent to paid-up 
members only.
Are you 60 or better? Have you 
ever wondered what we do at Silver 
Threads Centre? Drop in. between 2 - 
4 p.m. Saturday, look the building 
over, chat to staff and members. It 
could change your life. The centre is 
located at 1{X)30 Resthaven Drive, 
Sidney. Phone 656-5537.
How to Buy a Used Car is the 
subject of a talk by guest speaker 
Dave Nichol, ministry of consumer 
and corporate affairs, at 1:15 p.m. 
Feb. 26 at Saanich Public Library, 
3500 Blanshard. Everyone welcome.
Royal Oak Lions Oub will hold a 
dance and casino night Feb. 28 at 
Cedar Hill Community Centre. 
Tickets from any member of the club 
or call Dave McPherson at 478-9418 
or Gordon Kimett at 388-6958. All 
proceeds to Timmy’s Camp 
Shawnigan Telethon, sponsored by 
B.C. Lions Society for Crippled 
Children.
The Victoria and Vancouver Island 
Multiple Sclerosis Society will be 
sponsoring an informational forum 
and panel discussion on Employment 
for the Disabled at 7 p.m. Feb. 23 at 
the Garth Homer Centre, 813 Darwin 
Ave.
MS society wants feedback
The Victoria and 
Vancouver Island 
Multiple Sclerosis 
Society has recently 
distributed a
questionnaire to all MS 
patients registered with 
the society. Purpose of
th© questionnaire is to 
determine areas where 
patient needs are not 
being met and to work 
with the community to 
meet those needs, says 
society spokesman 
Maureen Ahern.
The society can be 
contacted at 3318 Oak 
Street, Victoria, V8X 
IRl or phone 388-6496, 
up-Island zenith 2047.
UBEETTHE OF







STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
Baking-has been our business 
since 1903
DELICIOUS BAKED GOODS f 
"FRESH DAILY" 5
2507 Beacon PHONE: 656 1012
• Very reasonable 
rates for downtown
• Mostly with full kitchens 
at no extra cost
• Free parking
• Resonable weekly, monthly 
Si family rates
For hrochure iiiiil rtsrrnriliOMS lurilr.-
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Hornby St., Vancouver, B.C. V6Z iVl or 
Phone area 604-087-6751,
A;.
From left to right; Glen, Mark,
Brian, George & Steve.
II you’re looking for construcllon equipment or oquipmonl tor tho gardon or around the homo either to rent, 
purchnso or to have your own serviced — Ihon it's likely the old established lamlly business ot Sidney Ren­
tals. 9773 5th Street will have just what you want,
Run by owner manager Glen McMillan, tho store deals in rental equipment o( all kinds, sales and servicing. 
It’s boon expanding ever since ll opened up eight years ago -* and its still expanding to moot the needs ol con- 
trucllon, industry and homeowners,
Sidney Rentals is a Iriendty store where people come In oil tho slrool -- not only to buy, ronl or have their 
machinerv (Ixod — but to gel some advlcfi from McMillan, who, when he's not running Iho store Is doing his 
stint as a Sidney aldorman.
“Geo I've got a problom," they’ll say ns they hurry In and make a boo-lino lor McMillan, Somotimos Glen 
will bo able lo deal with a query on Iho spot. Other times ho might need lo pop down to tho town hall lo sort the
“people like a porsonalizod service — and that's what wo try lo give them, McMillan says, who s young 
but has some lalrly old-lashloncd Ideas, Ho likes his employees lo stay, the continuity is important to him, One 
stattor has boon with him lor eight years — Irom tlio start, Others have boon working at Iho store somo years 
now. Currently, there aro tour lullllmo mechanics, one parts man, a counterman and a bookkeeper -- all local
^?oMlnn abroasi ol tho limes Is also Important lo McMillan. Two ot his mechanics recently loll lor 
Milwaukee, U.S, for a brief slay lo learn now service techniques. "I like to keep up on things,” McMillan ox-
plains,
When you’re in constmetion, 
form follows function. 
AskMario.
He fills out the HI Record of Employment 
perfectly every time 
an employee parts company.
Wltcn you're in good company, stay in good form.
lianiilcs personnel itnd finance matters for his 
bituher's construction company. Ami he knows that one of 
his responsibilities is to till out'a UI Record of Employment 
form every time an employee has an interruption in 
earnings. He knows that iflte doesn't gel it riglit the first 
time, he may have to do it again, So Mario took the time to 
get the booklet "1 tow to (’.omplclc the Record of Employ­
ment" from his nearby Ganada Employment Centre,
Leaving in good form,
Tlie Record of Employment is one way we can make sure no 
one gets short-changed and no one gets overpaid, 't’his saves time ahd money for 
everyone involved, Mario found out that the most common mistake is in reporting the 
’‘In.surnble liarnings". Insurable earnings are mn necessarily tlic same as paynslt 
earnings, Ilccausc ,Mario tills out the ROF, accuntiely, ex-employees don't have to come 
hack to him for changes. And nciilier do wc.
U’s ju8l good business to be in good form.
At Unemployment Insurance, we process about -LtXMLOOO iU'cords of Employment 
every year. I.ast year, employer mistakes in filling out the form cost at least $125,(KX),000 
in overpayments, I’lus the cost of a-covering thi>sc overpayinents and penalizing or 
paisecuiingi
Kdc're out K' cut dtwn that $125,000,(X)0. And we're going to do it, logctlicr,
for hospital 
auxiliary
Reports given at the 
annual meeting of the 
Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital auxiliary 
proved 1980 was a busy 
year for members. In 
keeping with their 
objectives — to add to 
the comfort and welfare 
of patients, raise funds 
for that purpose and to 
foster good relationships- 
between hospital and the 
general public — the 90 
auxiliary members 
donated many volunteer 
hours.
Beside their work with 
the patients the auxiliary 
runs the hospital gift 
shop, sells lottery tickets 
and holds a fall bazaar. 
This year the spring 
event will be a giant 
garage .sale on April 4 at 
Saanichton Fairgrounds.
Officers chosen for 
the coming year are: 
Melissa Herblad, 
president; Pat Lovick, 
vice-president; Carole 
Milne, 2nd vice- 
president; Ncssy 
Robbins, secretary; 
Velma Ryder, treasurer. 
Visitors were Adelc 
Bishop, Jenny Cotteral 
and Helen Forder,
m
CALL THE EXPERTS AT
656-5541







Mlnlilrn ' ^RecoMof 
Employment.






YOU KNOW THE 
fUGHT PEOPLE,.,
Wheiever vmi move Ihe Weltome 
Wegofl hoilm ii ih* mhi pirw to 
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Kleenex Boutique 
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Prices Effective February 16-21,1981
in y«ur Friendly 
Sidney Safeway Store
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Hotel Sidney came 
within a eyelash of 
handing Sidney Freight 
only its second loss of 
the season; Friday when 
it scored five goals, but 
allowed Freight to reply 
mth six in men’s 
recreational hockey.
H Freight jumped to a 
■quick 2-0 lead after one 
Iperiod, but Hotel 
! narrowed the gap to 5-4 
iafter two periods. Both 
Iteams scored single goals 
liji the final frame.
S Chris Cheadle led 
■Hotel Sidney with two 
[goals, while Keith 
|iorbury added a 
jsingleton and two. 
iassists. Ken Norbury 
;atid Rick Fabbro each 
■picked up singles, and 
;Pph Sparling helped set 
up three goals. .
Ross Anderson and 
iGary Shumka
spearheaded the Freight 
■toack with two goals 
j apiece. Singles went to 
|Rbb Smith and Tom 
jBrooks, while Kerry 
[Lewis and Jim Dowd 
[picked up four and three
assists, respectively.
In other play, 
Weathergard came away 
with four points bn two 
wins this week. They 
started with a 7-3 win 
over Travelodge, a game 
in which Rick Vincent 
netted four goals and 
three assists for seven 
points.
Jim Pickering, Daryl 
Reading and Steve 
Ormond each added 
single markers, while 
Dave Williams recorded 
four assists.
Scott Bingham led the, 
Travelodge scoring 
parade with two goals. 
Dale Tweedhope added 
a goal and an assist, and 
Brian Coward chipped 
in two assists. 
Weathergard led all the 
way with period score? 
■ of 1-0 and 5-1.
Then Sunday 
Weathergard continued 
its winning ways with an 
identical score over 
Shelbourne Texaco. This 
time Dave Murray 
picked up four points on
two goals and as many 
assists. Ormond, Gary 
Kilgour and A1 
Woodcock each added a 
goal and an assist, while 
Williams added three 
assists.
Mike Nedzelski 
grabbed a goal and two 
assists for Texaco, while 
Ken Smith and Dean 
Wingerter rounded out 
the scoring with single 
goals.
Finally, Texaco rallied 
for three last period 
goals to take a 4-3 
decision from Royal 
Oak Inn Feb. 8. The 
teams were deadlocked 
at a goal apiece heading 
into the final period 
before Texaco outscored 
Royal Oak 3-2 in that 
period.
Nedzelski again, led 
with two goals for 
Shelbourne Texaco. 
Nelson Bayford and Ted 
Pobran each scored 
singles. Scott Little, 
Perri Prince and Dave 
Wakier scored for Royal 
Oak.
EDMONTON OILERS may not make the 
NHL playoffs this year but they could be a 
contender in another two seasons, providing, of 
course, that nothing happens to Wayne Gretzky. 
There is star potential in the young Finnish star, 
Jari Kuril, and youngsters Paul Coffey, Brett 
Callighen, Dave Hunter, Mark Messier and two 
or three more. . .defenceman Dave Babych could 
develop into a standout but it’s reasonable to 
believe that Winnipeg Jets would have done much 
better this season if they had taken the best of 
severai good offers for their spot in last year’s 
NHL junior draft. . . only 11 of the players who 
helped Oakland Raiders win the 1976 Super Bowl 
game were around for the club’s 1981 victory. . . 
the Canadian Curling News looked a bit fatuous 
in filling a blank space in its January issue with 
“Canadian Curling News congratulates America 
on the safe return of the hostages.’’ . . . hardly a 
day passes that there isn’t a reminder about a sage 
observation passed along more than 30 years ago 
by the late Marty Krug, who played briefly with 
the 1912 Boston Red Sox and all of the 1922 
season with the Chicago Cubs and came to 
Victoria to manage the city’s Western Inter­
national Baseball League club. “No matter how 
long you are in sports,’’ Krug said, “there will be 
only three kinds of players — the dogs, the 
donkeys and the doers.’’ You were right, Marty, 
but now the dogs outnumber the donkeys and 
professional sport has more donkeys than doers 
. . . outfielder Champ Summers of the Detroit 
Tigers refused to go on a promotional tour for his 
club because he felt the Tigers didn’t give him 
enough exposure in their highlight film. . . it’s 
scant consolation to know that the difference 
between a pat on the back and a kick in the pants 
is sometimes not even a foot. . .
« >ti V
NEW YORK YANKEES must have been 
confident Dave Winfield will improve when they 
signed him to that 10-year $15 million contact. 
If he does no better than match what he did for 
the San Diego Padres he will cost the Yankees 
$10,000 a hit. . . guard Larry Hatchett of the 
Marquette University football team is worried 
about how his name will affect customers when he
graduates and sets up shop. He’s going to medical 
school and plans to become a plastic surgeon. . . 
the idea is ridiculous but nothing in sport seems 
too silly and it could be true that Joe Frazier is 
indeed planning on coming out of retiremen- 
t. . .CBS offered $7.2 million for television rights 
to the 1983 Rose Bowl game, and that cost NBC a 
parcel of money. Under contract terms, NBC had 
to match the offer and will now pay an extra 
million dollars for the 1981 and 1982 games, 
bringing the tab to $4.3 million for each game, 
and then finish off by paying S5.2 million for the 
1983 game. . . there are really no words strong 
enough to describe the new regulations on sports 
fishing. Blaming the sports fishermen when 
nothing has been done about the real reasons such 
as the ruination of spawning grounds, the herring 
fishing and the commercial over-fishing isn’t 
going to do much to restore salmon stocks. It’s 
time government recognized that sports fishing is 
probably more valuable to the economy than the 
commercial variety. Only preposterous ignorance 
could bring that action against sports-fishing. . . 
Vancouver Canucks, and they can use it, have a 
good finishing schedule, meeting Winnipeg Jets 
twice and Colorado Rockies and Edmontoni 
Oilers once each in their last six games. . . coach
Walt Michaels of the New York Jets says 
“Everyone has some fear. A man who has no fear 
belongs in a mental institution, or on special 
teams.’’
iji 41
SEATTLE MARINERS had the worst 
record in major league baseball last season, and 
probably the most unsold seats, but they have 
boosted ticket prices for next season. . .it’s a 
tough business. Minnesota Twins took in $1.3 
million from concessions profits and $2.2 million 
from television last year in addition to gate 
receipts and program profit and lost $1.2 million 
although they tilso had one of baseball’s lowest 
payrolls. . . official figures show that Joe Hudon 
drove 1,088 races in 1980 and wound up with a 
spectacular .437 percentage rating by winning 313 
of them while placing in 201 and getting show 
money 150 times. . . Santa Anita didn’t miss an 
$8 million day by much on Jan. 31, when 50,112 
thoroughbred fans pushed $7,892,038 through 
mutuel windows. . .Portland State isn’t exactly a 
big-time football power but quarterback Neil 
Lomax will almost certainly be one of the first 
five players taken in the upcoming NFL draft. At 
six feet, three inches and 215 pounds he has the 
size to go with 42 college passing records in a 
performance which included 13,220 air yards and 
106 touchdown passes. . .proof that sports fans 
will buy almost anything comes again in the 
report that quarterback Ken ‘The Snake’ Stabler 
is adding a fair amount to his income from en­
dorsement of a soft drink called Snake 
Venom. . . the Manitoba Curling Association 
bonspiel just about lost its claim to being the 
world’s biggest curling event. It had 736 rinks this 
year, only 16 more than entered in Toronto’s 
Canada Life bonspiel. But the latter figure more 
impressive in that entry was limited to rinks from 
the Metro Toronto area. . . tickets for the 1981 
men’s world curling championship, in London, 
Ont., cost $80 . . . it’s a half century since he said 
■ it but broadcaster Fred Hooey is still remembered 
for calling attention to the start of the racing 
season at Rockingham Park with “They’re off 




30-foot basket with just 
seven seconds left to 
play lifted Sidney 
Zephyrs men’s 
recreational basketball 
team to a narrow 60-58 
win over Salt Spring 
Saturday afternoon in 
Ganges.
The basket topped a
remarkable come-from- 
behind effort by the 
Zephyrs, who had been 
trailing by as many as 12 
points late in the match.
Ed Beswick led local 
scorers with 22 points, 
while Ron Norman 
netted 16.
The Zephyrs weren’t 
always behind. They
opened quickly and took 
a 20-10 lead at one point 
in the first quarter. But 
Salt Spring stormed 
back to roll up nine 
consecutive points to 
close within one point at 
the end of the first 
quarter.
Salt Spring widened 
the margin to three
points at the half — 31- 
28, and led by more than 
seven points after three- 
quarters.
Recreational 
basketball goes every 
Friday night at 9:15 p.m. 
at Sidney Elementary 
school gym and 
everyone is welcome to 
come out.
Race Results
Sailing Club Results 
Jan. 1/81 - 8 miles
1 - PACIFIC GOLD ■ 6 - TEMENOS
2 - BOUDOCCA^^
3 - CAL-LORRI [ 8 - MADELEINE
;;/4 -:ST.;SHAMR0CK; V9 - PACIFIC LADY
5 - DYSTOCIA : ' ■ I 10 - VAGRANT ^
Racing Starts Sat , Feb; 7th 













other depth sounders 
available at reduced 
prices,
tsehuru sterndrive ltd.
Factory Authorized Repair Shop for
merCfua/er
41S0 VOLVO »£P/ims
* Spring Service on Drive *Engine Rebuilt
*Tune Up * Hydraulic Trim Tabs
* New & Rebuilt Sterndrive * Fresh Water Cooling Kits
* Re-Power — Spring Special—
One Full Year Warranty when we rebuild your engine or drive
656-1221
i2075 Tryon Rd., Sidney 
at Westport Marina
Open 7 days a Week





When trolling there are a few things to keep in mind. If you 
use more than one line be sure to let them out at different 
depths. Also, balance lines by letting, for example, one 
line out on each side of the boat and one at the stern. This 
will help prevent tangling. If you do not get a strike after a 
while try this:; change depth and/or weight every 15-20 
min. Be sure to iet it out in measurd lengths or you won’t 







2306 Canoe Cove Road
656-5633
SERVICE DEPT.
T H.U n O e R B,i R B'
:.YR CHT. s:o i-es
y.'T
' f J 1.. tlT
Bai/lmBr
''Wor/i/'? /(j/'.i’ivl Biuijimr tkvh'r" 
2075 'Fryon RiL, Sidney
656-5832
THE SALTY 17
Tho most practical boat displayed at tho Fob, 198T Vancouver International 




wainrSKbOKUM SALTY BoamB'G'V '■oam Floatation
SKOOKUM MANUFACTURING LTD.
2072 Henry Avc„ Sidney 6.56-7.111 nr 656-7664
0|H;n Moii.-SAt. B a.iii, - 6 n-ni.
• THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through tho courtesy of
I.;
Dale
Feb. 19 Thu, 
Fob. 20 Fri, 
Feb. 21 Sat. 
Feh, 22 Sun, 
Feb. 23 Moil. 
Feb, 24Tuc. 
Feb, 25 Wetl.
new and used • sail and power
656-7286 10431 Hosthaven
(corner Harbour Rtl. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR









Ft. Time Ft. Time Ft. Time Ft,
10.9 1145 7.8 1630 9.6 2315 2.9
10.8 1225 7.2 1715 9.4 2345 3.5
10.7 1300 6.7 1815 9.1
4.4 0730 10.5 13.30 6.2 1915 8.9
5,3 0750 10.4 1420 5.7 2030 8.7
6,3 0815 10.2 1510 5.3 2130 8.6
7.2 0845 10.0 1545 4.9 2315 8.7
TEAL
18' Plank Boat, with 1 inch 
Cedar, 4 cyl, Gray Marine in­
board, Sounder, Radio, Down 
Riggers, Ideal sport fishing 
boat, Asking $6,500.00.
Due to activity on resale boats we aro short of listings and have clients In- 
torostod in purchasing. Listings of all sizes required.
CaEoe Cove Yacht Sales
,656-5711'
2300 Canoe Cove Rood 
(Next lo tho Ferry Tormlnal) 
Open sovan days
Marine Service
•NOW IS THE TIME to bring your boat to us for winter' 
servicing
•Dry land storago and haul outs 
•Authorizod repail shop lor
Johnson, OMC, Volvo, Mercrulsor 
•Allspeod Aluminum Trailer at clearance prices.
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Hotel Sidney goaltender Dave Clayton makes vain attempt to stop Tom Brooks' 
whistling shot during Sidney Freight's 6-5 victory Friday while Sparling and 
Shumka anxiously await rebound. Tom Cronk Photo
Limatta and Sharon Mobey at 
day. •







division 6C soccer club 
captured five of a possible 
six points in their last three 
matches, including a 1-1 tie 
Feb. 6 against Juan de Fuca 
Dyco Masonary at Sangster 
school.
Juan de Fuca grabbed the 
first half lead, but Warriors 
responded in the second 
half when Bruce Under­
wood converted a pass from 
Lance Philip for the tying 
goal.
Mark Dolezal played an 
outstanding game on 
defence for the locals, 
keeping goalie Gary Coll 
very inactive.
Meanwhile, Feb. 1 
weekend Warriors ehalked 
up two wins, the first 
against Gordon Head 
Westcoast Savings and the 
second over Oak Bay 
Newport Meats.
Warriors d u m p e d 
Gordon Head 5-1 on inside 
left Trevor Skakun’s three- 
goal outburst. Doug Scott, 
Glen Donnelly and David 
Cole assisted on the 
markers, and all played an 
outstanding game.
Underwood came 
through with the final 
Warrior goals, assisted by 
Doug Scott and Andrew 
Wyllie.
Manager Ian Scott gave 
special mention lo David 
Cole for his “hard work 
and relentless effort 
throughout the game.”
Against Oak Bay the 
locals came from behind to 
post a 3-2 win. Oak Bay led 
2-0 at the end of the 
opening half, forcing the 
Warriors to regroup for a 
strong three-goal second 
half.
Scott, Underwood and 
Graeme White led the 
charge that enabled 
Donnelly to gel the first 
goal unassisted. Skakun 
counted the final two 
markers.-
WS/J 652-9141
CORNER OF KEATINO X RD. & ICtRKPITRICK CRES.j
COOK WITH 700 WATTS 




MODEL RR10A USING FOUR 
COOKING PROGRAMS





OR CALL LIFE YOUR 
OWN WITH THE 700 WATT
TOUCHMATIC.>
MIC M O W A VG/O V E N S








BOTH Amana Touchmatic Radaranges have a
FULL FIVE YEAR WARRANTY ON THE MAGNETRON 
ALSO BOTH HAVE
Amana cooks most foods
II^OTAWAVE' ' faster and more evenly
Coa&klBig SysteiM than ever before.
Here’s how:
A rvUtuing tinienna beams microwave 
cooking energy directly tit food in a. 
uniform rotating pmicrn. The results are 
remtirkable. Viriuall> all foods cook more 
uniformis ihrouglioin. And most foods 
require no turning, because.the Rotawavc 
tintcnna consitintly rotates inierowtives 
ihrougli the food lAen multiple items like 
rows of cookiew btike more eveidy than ever 
behtre.
iHht'
I Wondering How and What you can cook with Microwaves? Take ad- 
1 vantage ot our special introductory offer — Free Cooking Lessons 























OB KFMING CROSSROAD PHONES 652'3251 652'3221
ifiiislrfsl
;', I '' P"' „ ? I











What nicer way to rejoice in the birlli of a child flian with fresh 
flowers or a growing plant? Cluxtse from our with’ nssortment 
of colorfni, specially designed gift arriingemtmls mid [danh i*.,
•Mixed bouquets and orraniiemcnits •Silk flowers 
• Dried creations •Planters •Flowerinji plants •Ter­
rariums "Pottery •Green plants 'Gifts
FORGET-ME-NOT FLORISTS




Daily, Weekly or monthly
HEATERS • all sizes - 
propjne or kerosene 
GENERATORS - 3kw 
8k w
0.t¥«0. flental» Ltd.
"Ym Cmmnlty WnM Smtal tmpMf
6777 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
























ThpjfU ■. 1. y- ..G,- .j.h.
>V|y
STEAMATIC- deep
thototiil ( U'tiniiid scrvirc CLEANS
where you 
can’t, to remove 
dirt, stains, and oils 
ordinary cleaning methods 
can’t touch!
I'OVER 10 YR8. PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
• PatontofUxjnlrolkKl heat 
cloaning system,,
• Dry'cloaninn of draperies and, 
upnolstory, in your home,
• Protocis your carpoi, drapory
and uplTolhtory invDJitmont. y,,;
,* Ccnvcriiurit, cjuick cliyii'iy, aluyij i.,,,
cleaner longer, p
FREE OH-LOCATION ESTIMATE-RESIDENTIAL. COMMERCIAL




EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES), COLOURING 
AT THE NEW
MARINA COURT on 2nd Street 
TUES.-SAT. 8:30-5:30 6 56-44 43
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Glen Meadows has bright image




9227 E. Saanich Rd., Sidney
656-4245
(Relain this ad lor luture reference — we are nol in Ihe '81 phone book.)
Sharks, Pizza 
battle to draw
Peninsula Sharks and 
Lakehill Pizza battled to 
a O-O draw in division 
eight soccer play 
Saturday at Reynolds 
school.
Both teams found the 
wet and muddy field 
troublesome. The 
puddles came to 
Lakehill’s aid at times, 
especially on Sharks’ 
breakaways when the 
ball would roll into the 
water and stop dead.
By JIM TANG
It’s much smaller and not at all like the spread 
he operated near Camp Shilo, but it suits Percy 
Cridclle just fine. ■
The one-time Manitoba cattleman is now riding 
herd on about 140 North Saanich acres known 
as the Glen Meadows Golf and Country Club. It 
also has tennis and curling facilities, and it cer­
tainly seems destined to be of major importance 
in a rapidly-growing area.
Criddle took the first step towards creation of 
the recreation complex he had in mind with the 
1958 purchase of the property, some of which was 
being farmed. He moved here with his family in 
1960 and golf-course construction began in 1961.
IMPALA CAMPING WORLD
SEmCEH
Requires Mechanically minded service person with 
some' tools. Experience with trailers, motorhomes 
and campers would be preferred. This is a fuli time 
position. Must have own transportation. Salary 
Open.





Feb. 16 to 28th, 1981
1/ BOOK STORE
OWL’S EYS 
2498 Beacon Ave. 656-3515
TO EVERY OF
SQUniVGUP FINAL SERIES
AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE
SPECIAL SAViNIGS
AT
2506 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY PHONE 656-1134
OR . . . ONE OF FIVE TRIPS 
FOR TWO TO THE OPENING 
GAME OF THE FINAL SERIES
LOOK rOR COMPLETE CONTEST DETAILS 
AND ENTRY EORMS WHEREVER STANLEY 
TOOLS ARE SOLD! Contest closes April 11, 
1981. Value ol lirst prize, assuniing.i I gnmo 
series, is .ipproximalely $3,600. Value ol oacli 
second prize is approxim.itely $t .100 Exact 
prize values cannot bn clelrniined unlil number 
and localions ol linal games becoine known 
Selocied enlranis will do requited to answur 














helps you do thinss right
The course was ready for play in 1965, and the 
Criddle family was fully in operation with 
completion of the spacious clubhouse in 1966.
There may have been some initial disap­
pointment in that the early response was not as 
good as could have been expected from an area 
which was in need of another 18-hole golf facility. 
Glen Meadows was an intimidating 6,907 yards 
from the back tees, and there is no doubt its early 
growth was inhibited by criticism that the course 
was too long and too tough.
Criddle, interested most in a solid membership 
and understandably proud of the fine layout he 
now has, finds no reason to regret his decision not 
to go with the shorter ‘executive-type’ course 
which has low-scoring appeal for greens-fee 
players.
But he feels strongly that the early criticism was 
unfair, pointing out the men’s regular tees 
provide a reasonable 6,522 yards and the 
women’s yardage of 6,106 is less than that at 
Gorge 'Vale, almost identical to that at Uplands 
and not much more than that at Royal Colwood.
'Whatever his feelings about early acceptance, 
there was no change in Griddle’s plans to turn 
Glen Meadows into a family-type recreational 
club. The construction of three color-coated 
tennis courts followed, and then came to $400,000 
investment in a six-sheet curling rink which 
opened for play in the 1978/79 .season.
The addition of curling was a bit of a surprise, 
even, it could be said, to Criddle. Although there 













“swam” to a 1-0 victory 
over Peninsula Eagles 
Saturday . at Rosedale 
Park in “swamp-like” 
field conditions to break 
a fourth-place tie in 
division 6A soccer.
Eagles played well in 
the last half, with Doug 
Fisher, Steven Preto and 
Ron Scott all putting in 
fine efforts.
Eagles now advance to 
divisional playdowns. 
Eagles coach said he has 
high hopes for the 
squad, which has 
worked its way from the 
bottom of the C division 
to the top half of the A 





Admission 25 cents 
RESERVATIONS
SANSCHA HALL 656-5316
Glen Meadows’ Percy Criddle tries to 
convince ball to drop during 1980 
B.C. Open pro-am tournament at his 
North Saanich course.
Saanich, there were a more-than adequate 44 
sheets in the Greater Victoria area and Criddle, a 
Manitoba Bonspiel regular before moving west, 
does not deny that heart may have ruled head in 
this decision.
“The only reason we built the place,” he says 
about.his curling facility,“is that we had family 
to do most of the work and the lounge, coffee- 
shop and parking were already there.
Family consists of wife Rae, sons Perry, Ron, 
Larry and Greg ahd daughters Helen and Jo-Ann. 
All except Jo-Ann, who is in Alberta, are in-, 
volved in the Glen Meadows operation. Perry 
(29), Ron (27) and Larry (25), the three oldest 
children, do the ice-making and work on the golf 
course with greenskeepers Dave Kavanagh and Ed 
Beauchemin, Helen helps her mother in the office 
and Greg is a student helper who chips in where 
he is most needed.
Theirs is no small operation. The investment is 
already in the vicinity of SI.5Tmillion and the 
annual operational costs are close to $750,0(X). 
Those are fancy neighborhoods, and the family 
effort gives them the attention they demand.
: Eventual success will, of course, depend mostly 
on the golf operationv and that is reassuring.
Due: in’ large -part to the sucassful stagirig of 
two B.C. Open tournaments/ golf at Glen 
Meadows has a bright, new image. The club, with 
popular head-pro Bill Penny in the forefront, 
won points for the way tournaments were run and 
spectators attracted by the strong fields found out 
for themselves that Glen Meadows offers a fine 
' testof golf.'
The future calls for continued course im­
provement, a task made possible through having 
provided a water supply by construction of two 
reservoirs and the drilling of a number of deep 
wells. Four of the first six, from 400 to 750 deep, 
are producers and the biggest (10 inches in 
diameter) and deepest (more than 1,000 feet) well 
in the province should be pumping water this year 
and adding considerably to the present 400 
gallons a minute,
Golf membership grew slowly at first but now 
numbers about 500, approximately two-thirds 
male, and Criddle anticipates it won’t be long 
before maximum membership isreached although 
rising co.sts haVe forced Glen Meadows to join 
other clubs in raising entrance feesi 
The new initial fee at Glen Meadows will be 
$1,500 per individual and $2,500 per couple but it 
doe.sn’t go into effect until March 1 and there are 
still a few days to make it at the old rate of $950 
and $l ,500 and that's a real golfing bargain.
The right
Rogistornd Holin'im’nl Savings 
I’latis ariT a gootl way to rtKiiicn taxos 
anti save lor your fuluro. Hut not all 
RRSP's aro aliko, it your RRHI* duos itoI 
otter you all Ihoso advanlagos, tranxtorlo 
a Saanii h I’onlhsula Savings RRSP,
Riilos that aro very conT|)olilivo, calciilaiod daily anti 
(ompoundod somi-annually lo improvo yiold, (Yield 
tr»,()i'!li) Ratos TL'viowod monllily, Thoy rornaiiTconipolitivo,
No I'l'os ol any kind that will roduco your (‘ainings
Willidraw.djlo anyllmo should you nood tho mouL'y.
Guar.tntcctl fully fry Ifie Provincial Credit Union Sltaie 
Doposit gLiaranloo fund.
Term Option Irom 1*5 years Is availablo. You can gu,iranloo 
your Iniiifest raidjfpr a lottgor term'and got thd borMifitH, of ,. 
annualioitipoundl'ng. (Rales on request), ^ '
A Loan can holp you mako ynur RRSP doposit and the 
inlerost is tax deductible,













Racquet Club felled 
Peninsula Seaboard 
Construction Eagles .1-1 
in Tier II Midget Rep 
hockey Sunday in 
Victoria,
Racquet Club, who 
has been clobbering 
league opponents all 
year, took 23 penalties, 
including 11 in the final 
fiamc, liagles were hit 
for only 11 infractions.
Scon Farqtihnrson 
stopped all but tltrcc of 
the )1 shots for the 
Eagles, while Rncqnet 
Club’.s Ian Lnmpliigh 
faced Ib sliois.
Peter Claassen scored 
‘ the Iqnc Eagles’ marker 
in the third period, 
assisted by Jim Townley. 
.lainic Pcitcr.scn had 
given till' Ranpiei Club 
an early 1-0 lead with a 
goal in the opening 
sinn/a, and Bob 
BolliniTer und Ion 
llulstdn added to the 
maigiit before Eagles 
could respond,
Luglcs by most 
accoiinis played their 
best game of iItc year 
uiulci e.xceilent 
icbacciug by Rem 
Baycrofi.
X„
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Btst in the West
By scr, GWEN ROWLEY
The fiist week in February was a good one 
for members of 676 Sidney Air Cadets. The 
band met Wednesday, receiving help from 
regular forces Pte. Danny McLean, who, with 
Cadet Sgt. Sean Sloat help new trumpeters 
master techniques of their instrument.
f’erciission section is headed by lead 
drummer Fit. Sgt. Greg Amonier, who has a 
total of 7 years e.xperience. Corp. Bernadette 
Upton is band drum major.
Every May, the band’s talents are combined 
into a marching, musical display for com­
petition. Bands come from all over B.C. to 
attend this prestigious event and last year 676 
Sidney Air Cadets place a well-deserved 
second.
Thursday night cadets participated in 
navigation taught by Darcy Lacoste, and 
leadership, led by myself. Navigation is 
designed to give cadets a basic understanding 
of how to plot courses and read maps. 
Leadership entails teaching cadets the qualities 
and responsibilities of being a leader or a 
follower.
Next week; A summary of the squadron’s 
hockey team — Perry’s Prowlers — the 
happenings on a Powell River trip and more 
about the 676 squadron.— the Best in the 
West.
The Buzz from Stelly ^s
By SHAGNNE O’BRIEN
Stelly’s brother and sister debating team of 
Colleen and Mike Cole was featured on 
channel 10 last week when debated with 
Brentwood College and won. The topic was 
Sunday closing of stores.
Stelly’s student council sponsored a suc­
cessful Valentines dance last Friday. It went 
well in spite of the usual expectancy of bad 
luck on Friday 13.
The next movie night will be at 7 p.m. Feb. 
19. It’s Foul Play with Goldie Hawn and 
Chevy Chase and will be shown in the multi­
purpose room. Admission $2. Next Saturday 
matinee will be at 2 p.m., Feb. 21. The Disney
movie North Avenue Irregulars will be 
featured in the multi-purpose room. 
Admission $1.25.
Today, (Feb. 18) is a holiday for Stelly’s 
students, while teachers are busy with ac­
creditation.
Senior English students will be listening Feb. 
19 to a talk on satire. Speaker is writer for 
“Monty Python’’, Mike Absalom.
Interested grade 12 students will be visiting 
Camosun College on Feb. 20 to study 
programs there.
Stelly’s English department plans to hold a 
program of visits and readings from local 
poets sometime in the near future.
Storrier, German to speak at chamber
Panorama Recreation 
Centre manager Brian 
Storrier and Peninsula 
Recreation Commission 
member Bill German are 
guest speakers at the
Thursday night meeting 
of Sidney-North Saanich 
chamber of commerce. 
Cocktails 6:30 p.m. 
dinner 7 p.m. at the 
Peacock Restaurant, 
2493 Beacon Avenue.
The chamber’s March 
19 meeting will be held 
at the Institute of Ocean 
Sciences, 9860 West 
Saanich Road, and 
includes a mini-tour of 
the facility.
Municipal Affairs 
Minister Bill Vander 
Zalm is speaker at the 
April 22 meeting, to be 




St. Stephen’s ACW 
met at tlie honie of Mrs. 
H. Allen, AlecRoad, on 
Feb. 11. The speaker 
was Miss Joy Vernon, 
parish worker,tvho gave 
members a greater 
understanding of her 
ie.sponsibilities, in the 
parish.
Notice was given of 
the World Day of Prayer 
service to be held March 
6 at the Church of the 
Assumption. Special 
parish services on Feb. 
22 will be devoted to 
Primate’s World Relief 
; and development.
A beautiful afghan 
made by Mrs. D. 
Murray was won by 
Mrs. Arthur Pitts. The 
raffle made $54,
Shelagh’s Vacation 
Spot of the Week
Playing is its 
Chief Industry Shelagh Ott
Departures every Sunday and Thursday from Victoria.
Whether you want to pit your skills against Lady 
Luck or whether you just want to take it easy and 
play golf or tennis in the glorious sunshine, Las- 
Vegas is the place to be. Neon-blazing gaming 
clubs are everywhere and the sounds of clinking 
slot machines and whirring roulete wheels are the 
predominant background music. And it all happens 
24 hours every day!^ _
trcivcl S^rv'was Uic\







OF RECORDS, TAPES, POSTERS 
SANYO RADIOS, GUITARS & ACCESSORIES
2383 Beacon Ave., Driftwood Centre 656-7522
Meet the Author of
Muriel Wilson’s 
Old Fashioned Cookbook




Trafalgar Square - Brentwood Bay
For nearly 25 years, readers have enjoyed Muriel Wilson's “Food tor Tliought” 
column in the Victoria Colonist. Now a collection of her favorite recipes, hints and 
homilies have been republished in a new book, Muriel Wilson's Old Fashioned 
Cookbook. Madame Jehane Benoit says — Three Cheers for the reprint ot Muriel 
Wilson's book — A Cookbook that has been a part of my Canadian Book Library. , 
'Offen I have enjoyed it. I mention her Butlerburgers and Sausages in Yorkshire 
Pudding in my Canadiana Cookbook — Both recipies I often make — This book is 
good, may 1 wish it long life.
^5.95At the Happy Cooker Now
Tfee Happy Cooker
KITCHEN SHOPS - BATH BOUTIQUE ' ; ■
L Trafalgar Square
7103 W. Saanich Rd., Brentwood Bay 
652-3611
Driftwood Centre 
2389 Beacon Ave., Sidney 
: i-mi
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
I ')]
STORE HOURSizi
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
fTHURS., FRI. 8;30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
Homs oV SUPER agvinga!
Prices Effective: in Downtown Sidney 















































ALLVARIETItrUoz... . . . . . . .



































LEHUCE 24 ,ea, 39
AUSTRAL IN PEAR lUICE MEXICAN
FRUIT SALAD TOMATOES 59'






















































Marina on your doorstep. 
One bedroom con­
dominium with approx. 780 
sq. ft. Drapes, fridge, 
stove, and W/W carpets. 
$45,000












Immaculate 3 bedroom, 1 
year old home, situated new 
housing development south 
of Sidney. Priced at 
$113,900 M.L. For prior 




Arc you thinking of selling? 
Give us a call and wc will 
provide a comparative 
market appraisal without 
obligation.




















3 bedroom full basement 
family home in Saanichton. 
Living room, kitchen and 
eating area take advantage 
of the pretty seaviev/. 2 
fireplaces. $120,000,








I’m sold out again. Call 
now for an up-to-date 






GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning. Bruno von 
Schuckmann. 656-1990. 0787-H
Help Wanted
BE GOOD TO YOURSELF
It you have two or three spate evenings per 
week, en|oy meeting people and would like to 
be your own doss, cal! (j52-9‘l27 Car essen­
tial, - [2474.8)
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available
Mrs. J. Guenther 
384-7345
0611-If
A RETIREMENT HOME? For Sole by 
Owner — 1400 square foot 3
bedroom home with full 8 foot 
basement. Family room. 2 fireplaces. 
2 cor carport ond attached 
greenhouse. 1 '/* acres on Gabriola 
Island. 1 mile from ferry. $125,000.00 
o.b.o. Call 112 247-8779. Box, 73, 
Gobriola. B.C. VOR 1X0. no-?
KAMLOOPS 7,600 SQUARE FOOT
BUILDING. Three floors, specialty 
supermarket, offices, and beautiful 
three bedroom apartment. Building 
$400,000. Business $65,000. Vendor 
will hold mortgage. Coll Ozzie 
112374-1421 or 112374-7436. no-7
S^NEY, UNIQUE OPEN BEAM, all
cedar home. Approximately 12 years 
old. 4 bedrooms or at present in-law 
suite. 2 bathrooms, 1 with sauna. 
Close to ocean and shopping. Best 
buy at $118,000. 656-4845. 2460-7
WORKING COUPLE, non-smokers, 
seek 2-3 bedroom house'on Saanich 
Peninsula. Prefer Rural. 6 year 
reference. 478*2108 evenings. 2439-7
WANTED, LARGE building lot, 







Turn your hobby into S's. Excellent commis­
sion, Easy to sell needlework kits, 100% 
guaranteed.








Superb 2 bedroom, 3 bath 
home in Sidneys finest area. 
Tlicwell landscaped lot is 
less than 5 minutes walk 
from tlie licach. The house 
lias 2 fireplaces,, dish­
washer, workshop, garage 
phis a big bright sundcck. 
For more information call 
now —- you won’t be 
disappointed.
DEAN I*ARK
If yon are looking for an 
excellent family home, but 
want lots of space then here 
is llie answer. Ihtill in 1968 
10 exacting VI,A standards 
the home offers 3 
bedrooms, 2 bailis, 2 
fireplaces •— one with an 
energy el'l'icicni insert, rec 
room, nliliiy room plus 
ample storage areas. Tlie Vi 
acre lot is gorgeous with its 
abundance of trees. MLS. 
Offered for your con- 




properly only 1 block off 
Beacon Ave. and abutting 
commercial lots. With 
Sidney growing by leaps 
and bounds this property 
offers e,scel!t‘ni potential 
for the future. $21.^,000. 
John llriicc 6S6-.V>2« 
Res: 656-6151 or 656-2023
lAROr Ntw NOME AT SHUlWAP
lAKI. ovor I ati», t oali)r«i Jticufill 
both, I'kifjft, itova, tllihwti»li«r, Pro
(10(11 InhiM ihiiHIn bnnrrl fiiitdifl 
tlr«rilni;«. 3.way liirnnto, void toom, 
t'lflrutlailurn, l luti and Arilian 
w»ll on pioiisMy, Hoot anchor out 
IronI roiild no with prop*rty. Call 
Corol fiouar. Boyiim R*olly. IIS 679( 





' '.'' ■'beAuty '. , " v; :. :
ON WALLACE DR. 
$134,900
-Immaculate 4-bedroom 
home with southeastern 
exposure on .3 of an acre. 
-1150 sq. ft. on main, 500 
sq. .ft. finished down, 2 
baths, magnificent white 
rock fireplace in living 
room, separate dining 
room, kitchen nook. 
-Quality drapes included. 
-Beautifully landscaped, 







WANTED. YOUNG COUPLE to shore 
large waterfront house In Sidney 
from March 1st. Must have steady 
- income, no kids or pets. 656-1387 
after 6 p.m. and ask for M.C. 2453-7 
BEDROOIVL LIVINGROOM with 
fireplace. Separate entrance. 
Outside Sidney. Quiet person only. 
$225.656-7943. 2462-7
TWO — 1 BEDROOM and den. $407 
ond $416. Water and coble included.
No children or pets. 656-3060. 2464-7 
HOUSE TO ^ARE IN SIDNEY.
Working person (s) only. Apply Box 
"S”, The Sidney Review, P.O. Box 
2070, Sidney, V8L 3S5. 2466-7
750 SQ. FT. store front space, 'A 
block off Beacon. 656-5443. 2430-7
BRENTWOOD BAY FURNISHED UNITS:
' kilchenettes, dishes, cable T.V. Free park­
ing. maid-service. Available weekly or 
monthly. Sandov;n Motel. 652-1551.
- ; , ,i54i-tf;V
NEW, 3 bedroom house, iri Sidney, 
fireplace, fridge and stove. Full 
unfinished basement, close to 
elementory school, no , pels, lease 
and references required. $650 per 
month. Available April 1st. 656-5531 
days; 656-4259 evenings. 2417-7
SIDNEY PRIME RETAIL SPACE
, available, from 495 sq. ft. to 7,000 sq. 




For the season that will begin , 
approximately February ' 24, 
pickers must have rain gear 
and rain boots. Wages $3.65 
per hour for 18 years and 
older. $3.00 per hour for 17 
and younger. Apply: Canada 
Farm Labour Pool, 205-3400 
Douglas Street, Victoria. 
3'62-42 74. , (2388-7)
Bids will be accepted for construction. A 
24’ X 32' extension to tho Tahsis Hovey 
Seed Orchard stall house, at 2003 Hovey 
Road, Saanichton, B.C. Extension will 
comprise ot one 12’ x 24’ garage and 
one 24' x 24' semi-enclosed storage 
area. For specilicalions, please write to; 
Attn: W.A. Henderson V
Tahsis Company Ltd.
Box 220, . V
Gold River. B.C. V0P1G0
(2352-8)
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR EX­
PERIENCED JOURNEYMAN CAMERA 
person and Offset Web Pressman on 
beoutiful Vancouver Island. Modern 
shop, excellent wage and benefits. 
Applications for other newspaper 
printing trades accepted for future 
reference. Write: B. Morris, c/o Box 
3039, Courtenay, B.C. V9N 5N3. na-10 
MUFFLER INSTALLER. Shop in Nor­
thern Community requires on in­
staller, pipe bending experience 
necessory. Top wogos and com­
mission. Send resumes to Box 3620 
Smithors, B.C. VOJ 2NO. na-7
ALOE VERA DISTRIBUTORS WANTED 
for Nutritionol Aloe Vera Skin core 
glamour and Juice products. Become 
a Primo Distributor today. Write 
Prime c/o 1C03 Holmes Street, 
Duncan, B.C. V9L 2C9 or phone 112- 
748-1723.r^7
BRAKE SERVICEMAN. Experience, 
cars ond light trucks. Knowledge 
operating drum and disc lathe. Top 
wages and commission. Send resume 
to Box 3820 Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2NO.
REQUIRED BY RHODE INDUSTrIe^
560 Collingwood, Kamloops, B.C. V2B 
6B3. Experienced fireplace con­
struction labourer. - Full-time per­
manent position. Wages to be' 
negotiated. Must hove bosic 
knowledge of fireplace construction 
and own transportation.' Send 
resume stoting chorocter references 
and work experience to above. Only 
mature persons need apply. na-7 
CHAIN OF STORES IN BEAUTIFUL 
' CENTRAL B.C. Requires an ex­
perienced salesperson. Experience in 
furniture, appliances, T.V. and 
Stereo soles Is desirable. Attractive 
wage commission package plus 
benefits. Shipper/Receiver to take 
charge of maintaining control over 
the flow of merchandise to and from 
our worehouse. Experience in 
computerized stock control systems 
and shipping/receiving procedures a 
definote asset. Qualified applicants 
desired, however interested persons 
with similar or related experience 
may be considered for training. Send 
resumes in confidence to: Mr. 
George Wall, Wall's Home Fur­
nishings Ltd. Box 70. Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ2NO. nQ-7
WANTED: N.E. AlIIrTA Trucki ng
firm requires SHOP FOREMAN and 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANICS. Top salary 
and fringe benefits to successful 
applicants. Apply In writing, stating 
previous experience and complete 
resume to: Box 1200, Bonnyville 




Mobile homos locoted in porks on 
pods. Listings and solos. Wo welcome 
oil enquiries concerning Wheel 
Estate. Listings wonted. Phone 112- 
585-3622 (collect). 13647 • l(X)th Ave., 
Surrey, B.C. V3T 1H9, The Wheel 
Estate People, no-(l
SUNNY OKANAGAN MOBILE HOME 
PADS, all services, available from 
$92.00 (Ttonihly. Penticton urea. Lot 
silos 90x45 up, Enquiries; Art Clark, 
Lynn Acres, Phono 112-497.B200. 
.110-7
Work Wanted
RUBDAGE, GARBAGE HAULED, Bnsn- 
moni find alwtn-up |Pbn, F'lionn 052-1035.
'37-11 
PART TIME babyslttinq avcilinblo at 





Housohold ropnirs, inanuro, 
Oardoninrj, lirjhi h.iulinc). No 
lob too .small, $10 per hour:
(34'l.’')i
TOWN OF SIDNEY
■ NEW POSITION ;
Superintendent of 
Works & Services
The town ol Sidney invites applications for the 
new position of Superintendent - Works & 
Services commencing April t3lh. 1981 This 
is a highly responsible, supervisory position, 
under Ihe direction ol Ihe Director ol Works & 
Services and duties and responsibilities'in­
clude coMlrolling and directing a group ol 
employees pertorming various tasks m Ihe 
crmsliuclion. operation and mainlenance ol all 
municip.il services.
Desiwble qualilicalions should include High ■ 
School gtiidiiaiion supploinenlod by construc­
tion trades training lo |0urneynian luvol or by 
engineering and technical Iraining in civil ot 
mechanical lields tegether with expeiionco in 
road-building .ind pipe-l.iying and knowlodgo 
ol modern consltuclion and building prac­
tices. Thu anility 10 organiie .ind conitol a 
work lotce ol at least twenty men is essential 
and applicants should bo in possession ol, or 
have the ability lo olitam, a valid fl C diivni's 
licence: Prior munif.i(iiil cyponencii will no an 
asset
Sbirlinq salary $l,91'(). per montli, (1980 
scalo)
Applications inr.ludimi lull lesiimc shnulrl nn 
in lilt! hiinds ol the undorsignoil liy 4 p m 
M,irr.li .|lh, lUBI,
(1 s 1 m),iii A r. I s r M r, 
town Administrator 
Town ol Sidney
7-140 Sidney Avenue '




9773 - 5th St. 
656-5541
The largest one stop Equipment 
Rental Yard on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Authorized dealer for 
TORO. LAWNBOYand 
SNAPPER.
We repair all makes.
Reel Mower Specialists.
MOPED, like new, 200 m.p.g.,
camplete with carrying basket and 
helmet, $295 O.B.O. .652-1353 
evenings ar view at Bixrkwarm, 
Brentwoad Bay, tf
MAMIYA RB67 2%x3 V< inch single 
lens reflex camera: 2 lenses, prism 
viewfinder, extra film back, ather 
accessaries. 656-5353 after 6 p.m. 
2425-7 
SONY TC 30 steroa cassette; 3 tires 
and wheels. Canadian Tire Corp, 70 x 
14; Atlas 078x14; Firestone 7.75 x 14, 
656-3512 between 6 and 8 p.m, 2423-7 
WALNUT CONSOLE stereo. Generol 
Electric Gerrord Turntable. 656-4869. 
2422-7
LOW CALORIE, creamy, delicious, 
and healthier. Frozen yogurt from 
SIDNEY NATURAL FOODS, 2354 
BEACON. 656-4634.2442-10 
25" PHILCO COLOUR console. Good 
operating condition, $125 . 652-4202.
244 1 -7
LADY'S SIBERIAN Mink Jacket, like 
new, medium size, $500. Phone 656- 
1302 between 5 - 7 p.m. 2434-7
1 CORD FIR AND ALDER wood, $65. 
479-0679 or 656-3127.2432-7 
CHROME DINING TABLE. 6 chairs; 
single bed, box spring and head- 
board; 2 end tables,., telephone 
bench; reclining chair: small dresser 
, with mirror: 9x15; blue shag rug. 652- 
1082 evenings. 2433-7
INCINERATOR BARRELS with lids I 
$6.00 ($7.50 delivered). Phone 656- 
1510. Proceeds to support the 
Peninsula Midget Rep Hockey team 
Winnipeg tournament. 2455-7
FLOOR JACK, 1 Vj ton capacity, 
professional garage type, brand 
new, never used. Cost $240, selling 
$160,592-4422 . 2468-7
CEILING FAN, decorative type, 52" 
wooden blades, with light fixture, 
rheostat speed control, upward and 
downward airflow. Brand new cost 
$275, selling$150. 592-4422 . 2469-7
FIVE COMPLETE BOUND sets of 
National Geographic. 1929 to 1934. 
656-1644.  2477-7
MANY TRUCK LOADS of clean fill, 
free. Also local hay, $1.00 per bale. 
656-2864. 2476-7
1-8,000 LB. MAXOM MUFFLER HOIST 
like new $3,200.00 l-8’xl6' H.D. 2 
axle tilt trailer w/utility winch for' 
tilting (wired) $1,800.00 Phone 112- 
774-637 2 or 112-775-2236 after 6 p.m.
YOUR NAME, ADDRESS. POSTAL 
CODE. 300 gummed labels. (Made by 
handicapped). $2.95. Mail cheque to; 
Handicapped Labels, Box 1315, 
Station "A ', Surrey, B.C. V3S 4Y5. na- 
7
COMPUGRAPHIC COMPWRITER II 
JUNjOR. Excellent condition. Offers 
: to, $4,000.00 .Driftwood Publishing 
1 Ltd. Box 250, Gtznges, B.C. VOS lEO, 
Phone 112 537-2211. na-7
-lANNCfir^ELANS) 
MUSIC CENTRE 
7174A West Saanich Rd. 
Brontwood Bay, B.C. 
652-4512
Learn with the best at the Peninsula's largest 
facility. Instruction in piano, organ, guitar and 
accordian. Lann Copeland Music Centre. (II)
piano and guitar lessons
availoble locally at tho English Music 
Studio. Fol, rock, classicol ond |oiz. 




BEAUTIFUL PUMP ' ORGAN. 
Sherlock/Mannmg. Ornate walnut 
case, candle holders. Very collectible 
piece of Canadiana. Was $795, priced 
to sell $595. Includes bench. Lann 
Copeland Music Centre, 7174A West 
Saanich Road, 652-4512 . 2 307-3
BEETHOVEN PIANO for solo, needs 
somo cabinet repair and few new 
ivories on keys. Otherwise very
FREE TO GOOD HOME. 10 month old 
male black labrador dog. 
Housetrained, very good natured. oil 
shots. 656-2908, evenings., 2446-7
DONKEYS. YE OLDE FELLOWSHIP of 
Donkey Owners. Please join us. 
Information on request. We need 
your address for ocosslonol 
Newsletters of events. Ardmore Golf 
Links. Days. 656-4621. evenings, 656- 
5283.2470-10 
ANGUS BULLS 15 big December and 
January yearlings. Immediate 
possession or will teed fill end of 
April. Phone 112-752-6007, Turner 
Meodows R.R. #2. Qualicum Beach 
B.C. VOR 2TO.no-7 
REGISTERED ALL DR£ED horse sale. 
April 25, 1981. Vorfiferhoof Quarter 
Horse Club. Information or con­
signments call 112-690-7259 or write 
Box 97, Fort Fraser, B.C. VOJ 1 NO, 
n o -9_______________
HOLSTEIN HIEFERS. springing, 2-6 
weeks. Can deliver. Phone (403) 652- 
7371 High River. Alberta. na-8
PUREBRED REGISTERED COLLIE PUPS. 
Excellent breeding. Home roised. Pet 
Price $175.00. includes first shot. G. 
Drosses, 513 Lower Bench Road, 
Penticton. Phone 1 12-493-1489. na-7
good. 658-88l0, otter 6 p.m.
- /L^ ,. : ;F©l8r8«i; i, ;:
Storage
Reotais
FOUND: Female longhaired grey 
tobby cat wearing brown collar in 
vicinity of Notional Yacht Sales. 
Contoct 656-6239. "
LOST GOLD LEAF on .chain in 
Superfoods store. Sidney. Reward. 
656-4595. 2457-7
LOST IN SIDNEY February 3. A male 
cat,.dll black except for white patch 
below his chin. Kink in tail. Reward. 
656-6693 or 2032 Ardwell. ^ 2440-7
LOST. MALE grey tabby cat, approx. 
February 1, Senonus Drive area. 652- 
1926 or 387-6761. 2454-7
MINI STORAGE LOCKERS. Every size
for every need. 386-4144. 2395-9
STORAGE SPACE for rent, 2 blocks off 
Beacon. 20'x40' building, 10' ceiling. 
656-5756. 7449-7
BRING YOUR REPAIRS and mending in 
to The Busy Bee in our new expanded 
premises next lo the Bank of Nova Scotia. 
Expert alterations at reasonable prices. 
“Big Or Small We Do Them All.’’ Phone 
656-2544. 1807-tf
TRAPPERS SUPPLIES: Better trap 
eprices: Buy three 330-2 Connibears 
for only $63.00 delivered. Free 
Catalogue. Hoffman Trapping 
Supplies Ltd. Box 805, Russell, 
Manitoba. Phone 204-773-2270. na-7
WANTED: Kitchen dinette set in good 
clean condition. 656-4780. 2436-7
SAANICH ORCHARDS
We hope to have apples till about the end of 
February. Don’t miss your last opportunity to 
try our tasty Iruit! Kept crackling Iresh at con­
trolled temperatures. Oil .Stelly's X Road, 
open daily. 652-2009, / (2355-8)
FRUIT AND PRODUCE: Attention Fruit 
Sellers - Fanqr grade McIntosh apples ' 
(packed) F.O.B. Salmon Arrh, B.C,^.. 
Only $7.00 per bushel can deliver 
large orders. Davidson’s Fruit, phone 
112-832-8868 Monday ■ Saturday 9 
o.m. ■ 5:30 p.m; ; na-7
OLDFIELD ORCHARD
Mocs, spartans, Goldon Delicious 
and good windfalls. 62B6 Oldfield 
Road, south off Kooting X Road/ 
Open 9a.m. • 5 p.m, daily. ,2061 -tf
LECOTEAU FARMS
Mac's, 10c to 20c per lb. Spartans & 
Golden Delicious, 10c to 25c per lb. 
Our apples are kept fresh In cold 
storage.
Open daily, 9-5 p.m, 304 Walton 




EARN FREE NEEliLECRAFT KITS
See our beautiful 1981 catalogue. Needle­
point, crewel, emoroidery. latch hook,- For 








Owner Wilt Dorman gives per­
sonal attention to. all orders,
Phone G5B-4754
FLOOR INSTALLATIONS





MOVING, GIANT garage salo 
Saturday, February 21, fram 10 • 4 
p,m, ol 1070 Wain Road, Sidney,
24 52-7__________________
ESTATE SALE. Aniiquos, now and old. 
Giant Garago »olo. Sunday, Fobruary 











A very well ntaininined 
modern three bedroom 
home on a half acre 
property. 1'ini shed 
basement area with 
reereation romn, workshop 
and hobby room. Wide 
rroniage semi-wooded lot in 
a quiet location off lamds 







Modern three bedroom 
home '.viih fall baticmcnt 
will) rec. room and two 
piece wasliroom. Covered 
smuleck. Quiet locution. 
l'.IUL:C>RAtlAM 
6564489






Again available) lor Sidnoy 
and surrounding distiict, 
Good workmanship at 
roasonablo prices,
Also oxcollonl crows 
available) lor larger jobs, 
656-3744
MICHAll TUBB CARPENTER,
R««lfl»nlltil rapnir., qllotallan* anil 
bo.amonl (Inl.hlng, No |ah loo .moll. 




Ou.ilily wotk IIIIII (".tuil.llrf, I Iin'.liillil 




RIIPONIiniE, MATURE Individual 
niquIrM IPni|)ornty or (loit llrun 
maiwigamanl .lUiallon I tnn hondln 
nuqulila.. orcounU and lolo. ond 
kti«p your hu.uinti. tunning 
.muolhly, 6S6 14311 anyiima, 24'27-7 
biWAl'“’TtCHNiciAN"wroJiri”lk«
amploymotil In a Donll.t Ollirw or 
l'#lol«d fluid In llrar.iwood or Stdnny 
UlttU. Ilnlu.i, 656 6.’14U. .'431-7
PART TIME HOUSEKEEPER lor Sidnoy 
cirno wllh own Iran.fiorlotlon, 5 day. 
(101 wonk, IO() wogoi. 656-2045, 2447- 
7
ci EANiNGTAWloqul7«d7Thmu^
on ri'kloyti, 65(i-.3327, ov.iirlng., 2472- 
7 ■
part" fIME....CHiLD " w"o7k«V«
rmiuiiml on contmcl hoil. lo provido 
Inmily luprrorl in caring lor chlldrun 
With oxcopllontil phy.ltal, .otlol or 
huluivloiol nuudi. PhihukiI mulurily 
nnd iiomo oxparlonco In working wllh 
Inmilloi Ol ihlldron nnconory, 
Ifidiilnd ntuiliuuic bnikgrourid ontl 
or .piH'iol kkllU on o»i.«l, Apply In 
wrHIng to: Box "Q", Tho SliJnoy 
Wbvibw, P.O, Box 2070, Sidnoy, VIH
ex'FeTiTnc’eo “crARo'i'N'rR
.'CARETAKER coupin lor 
woiiirlronl o.loHt nonr Vklorlo 
Sliuidy MmploymonI, .alary ontl 
lovoly I hudrnnm coliagn, pluH 
uliliuoi, llolBronro. nt« roqulrod. 
Apply lo Cunodo Form Inhour Pool, 
205,3400 0ougla. Slrool, 3B3.4274.
24 6 7-7
a Assi n FD 1A us" M AN AGE rL Con 
you work woll uridar praiiuro? 
Molivnio on o.loblliihod lolo. lonm'> 
Orgtinlio ond «u(wrvl»« .pocinl tolo. 
Pio|riri*7 Toko intlriu'lion nnd loom 
quickly? Oof along wllh ponpln? If 
i|i» ontwoi i» you, rood o.r, Wo al(»i 
fiiiindly, nnoigolit work on- 
viit.ninont, on Iho it.b liaintng, 
oxiontivu (cbholdor iHinollli, lunhor 
(nioi-u polhs, on oxrollnnl »l(irllng 
inlnry, orhlovonionl bonu.o. ThU I. 
on opfiorlunily to join Iho toUi tnom 
ol ono of n,t'« InilOH growing 
luburbon ntrwipopoti. High nthnol 
grndutiilon, pent mcnndfliy 
odurolion ontl tnlot hn.inoKi <ilhr« 
oxpoilonto will b* on oi.ol, 'p|»o.» 
land tumploio lo.umo irt; Mr*. Botnl 
Hilliard, OonarnI Manogor 
Arlrninlilrnllon, North Shoro Now., 
II.W lonidalo Avo,, Nonh Von. 
S,c, Vi’M.iin, r„i 7
qUALITY CATERING
iMtlif)?. .int! ii,’i,tt(iliuii:i 
Mill*-; i) Obiivib!. nui.U 
\ f.lbufitf }iLi|ltK!. 
Htinawihhini ^ Otirspiib.
656-1291 im
1971 OIDS CUTLASS Rodio, la()odock 
and .0 lorih, PS, PB, aulomallc. Good 
condition, low mlloago, $3,(MO obo. 
652-9553. ?4i6-7
HtT’eORD van fully camporliod
wllh bubble lop, ole, Monuol .bill, 
P,S, $<1,250. To view, plooio call 656- 
6509 oltor 4 p.m,
wii lEMANS 4 door ttlallon wogon
PS. PB, lopo dock, No fu.t, 
moclioulcnlly oxcolloni Ovor $900 
iponl lo.l yoar. $1,500 obo, Evonlng.
onJw_3IUl-6940,___ _______________ _
Not luHablo lor 
34M.7
1969 544 JOHN DEERE wheal loader 
with log grapple R.O.P.S, Con. tires 
1600 X 24, rebuilt motor and Iran- 








,T Hooin ginupp., bitr.iinloi luiihni, Inilividuril 
(linens, hi(li)-(i budt), lolltiwtiyti, nmnlh to , 
inonlli
833 Yntco, 383-3655
1979 a,M.C. suburban . lour door - 
350 CC or.gino - 24.000 rnllos - Hoovy 
duly iran.mlt.lon, Trolloring .poclol - 
$9,000 00 Coninel Kolth Rohortson, 






cing, Watering Systems 
(Rabbits to Cattle), Plumb­
ing, Drainage Pumps, 
Power Washer, Feeding 
Systems, Augers, etc,, 
Danor Fans, Totally Enclos­
ed Motors, Gonerators, In­
cinerators, Building & Faim 
Related Hardware, . Cbain 
Link Fencing, (irection Ser­
vice Available.
THIS miH'S PKICl
On galvanl20d rooting 95c 
Lin, Fl. plus Frt, Fob. Isl 
It's going up to $1,0? Lin. 
,Ft, plus FrT„, PVC '/?"
$12 Ft. '’/480/100 
$16.52/100 Ft. BIG 0 36c 
Ft, Black Poly Pipe 75 
series Vj" $10,00/100 Fl. 
Vi" $15,61/100 Ft.
TRANSLATION
English-t-rnncli or Fionch-Englir.li, Very 
ronrtonfibln rntos. Ctil Nicolo Cyr - 05(3- 
CO'12 ovonlngs. ll
Wi: PRINT WEttythlNt! ’ 
(.KUtIMMUNty
SIDNEY
Hil-iinus*: C.'iuli Piiiinn.'il f, Rusmus'. Slii- 
lioiKUV ■ invil.Hiruts ■flycts - lickots - Q-t.l 





INCOME TAX PIEPARATION Per- 
»onal, Farmnr..^ Il.hormen, Small 
Ruilnoaio*. Mr!., V, rlenilng, 6.56, 
4677. _____ ' _______ 2478-7
RACQUITBALL??
'.fiiuv Iiilmi!.;|iiii7 Wuln 
to ll(n ’ K ', Uiij ;'ijiii;y Udyidw. P.0, (liu 
IlOJO, SiriWiy, Ylil :i') (J-t?:!
Lcf.]«ils
CLARK ENTERPRlSEt
law price Iqrlniy .olvage gln.i- Cut 
lo il/e. 24 Of, 7r<c «q It,! 33 oz, $1,35; 
3,'16 $1,50; 1." plate, $1.75, Brrinze 
llnl, 34 oz, $1.00; 3'16 $3,00. Work, 
at 9/50 ■ 4lh St, Sidney, Open Mon. ■ 
f'tl. 13;30 ■ 4 p.ni., Saturday 0 a.rn, • 
VJ noon. Ciry.od Wertneidny 656- 
6/,56 If
BoH’ilKT'Ti'nromerTxaa'lflm




I’otK, Vniil ftftd Lan'ti l■(ftP/«r Cut,











17' MARK TWAIN Inboard/oulboard 
widi Itniler, $6,000llrm, 656 4700. 
3_4_3 5:7_ ___ , _
BOAf”6wNtRi"~r'7oT''ar/pawer 
required (or cborler aver ,10 feet. In 
axcellerif conddion. Good levenuo, 




Inr livestock and sm,'fli .inimals 
availablo at Ml, Nowlon Phor- 
tiiacy, 705.5 Easl Saanich RoaiJ 
(In the SaanithlDn n.v/n). 
652-9119 or 052-9110. cmmu
Motorcycles
'74 YAMAHA 17*. Helmet nnd 
manual Included, Oaorf tondiflon, 
nffet*.656-6119. itil-?
RA»N/V70RK$HOP fo' rent, Will
ilivi.lv 4',)'; 76!!.i , _
CHICK!, firown egg ioyeti, while egg 
loyen, meal bird*. Order early • *hlp 
anywhere, Napier Chirk inlet. 6743 - 




IN IHE MATTER Of IHE ESTATE! Of 
EDWARD ERNE! I JASMAN and HELEN 
ELIZABETH JA5MAM. both formerly ol 
Sidnoy, Briilih frlumhin, decooied. 
NOTICE IS HftItllY GIVEN fhol 
ciediior* and oumiy having clainn 
ogalnil fhii #*i<u«* of the above 
(wmed doteo**.i,l ..i» Itereby lequlretf 
lo lend them l,i George Frederltk 
McKInim, 9n.'10 I..!-"!' Sidney,
B C. VBL 3Z3, Ailrniniiirator, on or 
Uilote the 3:.iti ol Moith, A.D, 
19111, offer (vlutli dafe the 
AdininlitroUjr .vul dliltibule tho mid 
eiiloie omong il.e mrliei eniHled 
lliwreio, having lugiud only (o ihe 
(lnim» ol whifili h# then hoi notice, 
George frodetu.k McKImm, 
Adminlilrolpr
MtKimm, loir k d* Roienroll 
ItniriilBfi I.'Solinior*
<«130 4|IiSI,
Sidney, B.C. VM 273
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SERVICE DIRECTORV




S670 - 1st St, Sidney
f 1
AcconiBitaEsfts CosalracttOTs Excavating 
lYac&or Worfe 1 Landscaping
nano Tiwiins 1 - WcIdSiStg:
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE, 
(formerly Saanich Peninsula^ 
Guidance Association). Services for 
the family, individual, marrioge and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 9813- 






V'' - ALUMINUM - ^6] 
REPAIRS j




McDonald Pork Rd. 
Sidney
656-0711
HOLD A NEEDLECRAFT demon­
stration in your homo. Earn free gifts 
while hoving fun. For catalogue, 
phone Freida, 656-6496 or Lydia, 592- 
6784. 2411-9
LADIES WANTED
Do you have a deep voice? II so, v,e are in 
need ot you in our Sidney Ladies Barhershop 
Chorus. We meet Monday evenings. 7 ‘ib 
p.m. Masonic Hali, 4th and Ml Baker. 
Sidney. Phone Pat Marsh, 6b6'5761 or Ann ll- 







Have you tried the homemade soup 
and super sandwiches at SIDNEY 




ANNUAL MEETING. Thursday, 
February 26, 1981, Saanich Public 
Library, 3500 Blanshard St. 1:15 p.m. 
Guest speaker. Dave Nichol. Ministry 
of Consumer & Corporate Affairs. 
“How to buy a used Car", with slides. 
Everyone welcome
LADIES 1 Do you onloy singing? If to, 
why not join ut on Monday evenlngt, 
7:45 p.m., Mosonlc HoU, corner 4th 
and Mt. Baker, Sidney. No auditions, 
not necetsory to rood music. Contact 
Pot Marsh, 656*5761. after 7 p.m., or 
Ann llott, 656*4054 for further in­
formation. tf
SIDNEY DAYS FESTIVAL SOCIETY
generol meeting February 25, 1981, 











Gbuerrimenf cerfirit’d tcc/int- 
cfan with 35 years experience 









556 Downey Road 
R.R. 1, Sidney, B.C.
656-3159
EKC Construction
c:pmplete Bo,it Upholstery 
Canvas liol Tops 
Camper Cushions , 
i;': ■ ' Repairs'. , -. y- 'i'












than a car pool.
o backlicio service,
• plowing, cultivating 
& rotovating 1 • blade work 





Kfhuildingf.xli.'iiisl sysicins. For ple­








i Renovation, contract linishing, and 
1 lencing. Rosidenlial or commercial.
Free astimatBS
658-8488, evenings
By HELEN LANG 
More notes from south of the border:
Last week 1 mentioned something about the 
price of raisins. We bought quite a supply of them 
at 50 cents a pound. . . of course they were not 
cleaned at that price, but they had been fumigated 
to kill weevils and their eggs. When things are so 
cheap, I suppose we all tend to go a bit over­
board, and I bought a lot more than I had in­
tended.
The first step in this operation of preparing 
them for storage is to wash the fruit and this is 
not as simple as it might sound. First thing to do 
is put on your bathing suit because before you are 
through you’re bound to get soaked! Then get 
out the hose, a collander, and a large bucket. The 
raisins go in the bucket, and the water goes on the 
raisins with as much force as you can persuade 
your hose to produce.
This shifts a lot of the grunge, the spoiled 
raisins, and most of the stems. When the bucket is 
full of water and you have stirred mightily, you 
empty the raisins into the collander. and start all 
over again. It takes about 20 fillings and stirrings 
and pourings before the water is clear.
Next you sort the raisins, picking out any that 
are soft, or have holes in them, and removing any 
stems still attached to the fruit. When you are 
satisfied your raisins are cle£m, put them on a 
steamer tray over boiling water, and steam them 
for 20 minutes. Drain them. Now put them in a 
pan, spread them out as much as possible and put 
them in the oven to dry, leaving the pilot light on 
to provide a gentle heat.
After about three days the raisins should have 
lost most of their stickiness, and may then be 
stored in plastic bags, or better still in the freezer. 
This was supposed to be a holiday trip, and now ! 
find myself a slave in a busy raisin factory, ^1 
because I couldn’t insist a bargain!
MEN'S SLOW PITCH BASEBALL. looms jnadc e visit to E date sorting andInterested In Starting a league on the y , . , , ‘j 4.:-.-
Saanich Poninsuio, phone 656-4896 or packing plant. Quitc an education. Trie dates 
656-4500, alter 6 p.m. pieose. 8 artive at the Sorting table covered with a heavy 
GENERAL MEETING ot the Doon Pork dust. They are . put Ott E belt, pEsscd ’bver ah
PENINSULA CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S
otter Five Club, dinner at Glen 
Meadows Golf & Country Club, 1050 
McTovish Road, Sidney, Monday, 
March 2, 7-9 p.m. Tickets, S7.50. 
Reservations necessary by February 
24th. Special features. "Springtime", 
Sew and Show fashion show, music 
“Spring Melodies" by Sharon Isaak, 
vocalist. Speaker, Magdalene Isaak, 
homemaker, mother and grand­
mother. from Chilliwack. Info/ & 
reservations, Janette, 652-2930.
FIRST IN SPRING Lecture Series, 
Spiritual Support for the Dying and 
Grieving. Canon Hugh Mortimer, 
Chaplain, Royal Jubilee Hospital. 
Thursday, February 19. 7:30 p.m. In 
Fairfield New Horizons. 1330 Fairfield 
Road, Victoria. Free admission.
"FITNESS PLUS," open house, on 
Sunday, Fobruary 15 from 12:30 to 
2:30 p.m. at the Victorio YM-YWCA. 
For more information, coll the "Y", 
386-7511.
APEX STEEL LTD.
COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING & WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 




2046 Keating X Rd, 652-1121
Visit our new T.V. and Appliance 
Showroom
We Also
Rent and Repair T.V.’s
Estates Community . Association will 
be held In the Agricultural Hall, 
Research Station, East Soonlch Road, 
on Tuesdoy Fobruary 24th, 8 p.m. 
Informotlon, 656-7377.
FREE PUBLIC LECTURE, "Cognitive 
Deficits Related to Alcohol Abuse and 
Use" on February 20, 3:30 p.m., Room 
112, Cornett Building, Uvic. Speaker: 
Dr. Nelson Butters, Coroor Research 
Scientist ot the Boston Veterans 
Admin. Hospital and Professor of 







BACK FILLING - LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES
Decorator's Den














Ri'wirlng, elpclrlc. healintj ro- 
pairs, appliiinci! connections,




li,’nce Posts, Digging, ,10 













« 22 yerirs plumbing 
experience in B.C,














Marina, Auto & Safety Glait 






PENINSULA SINGLES CLUB Invites all 
single, divorced, widowed, 
seporoted persons lo "Sundoy Night 
Dancing Social;, 7 - 9 p.m. Now 
Dimensions Studio, 830 Pembroke 








9812 • Ith St., Sidney
VICTORIA YM-YWCA IS hosting 0 
Wilderness Survival Weekend, March 
7 S 0, Comp Thundorbird silo, Sooke. 
The group will bo led by Outdoor 
Specialist, John Durkin who will give 
on Introduction to basic survival skills 
and sholtor construction, first old, 
signals, outdoor cooking, survival 
psychology and core and use ol 














iHiliivIlial ' Kesiileml.il 
(.'bimiietciiil Wiling 
I'tik". aiul l.ine Wnik
QiitilUy 
Workmnnt.lt ip 

























Mr, .tnrl Mtf., l.nriiiiiirl I. l.itnii, finliiiiy an) 
()iii,i(.ii(i to ,itmfiiriii,t) iUfi loiiliri)miii!| iiiairia(|ii 
ollhnitywitifliir.iriiiiitihinr, C.imrtla May, In 
Cliiislopltnr linoriji) M.ltiilrt, stir.iinri ramol Mr 


















Idr .ill vtiiir rorifing iteerli. 
Sliiik>'''i Shingles, Tar 






The Chamher o( 
Coininercar 
l ias a nijslnei.)i 
ln(oriTinlif)ii Centre 
Call on U).
9670 • lit Street 
Sidney
Phone 656-3616
THE GOOD IHEPHenU IHILTER
I'oundollon't Fund Bnlslng Bale, ol 
the rieo Moikat, Stinscho Holl, March 
|8th, Dunulloni ol good ra inlaubla 
nr llcles much opprecloiad nnd ton ba 
picked up, Pleosw phona 6V..fcSQ3 or
mrm*.
opening where the small sticks etc., etc., fall 
through, then disappear under what appears to be 
a large wet, grey towel, where they are jiggled 
around for about 30 seconds before they appear 
on the sorting table, miraculously clean and 
shiny. Not my idea of a sanitary operation!
We bought several pounds of dates (they were 
also a bargain) and I will be steaming them as well 
for 20 minutes before drying and storing them. I 
bought some black dates. . . had never seen them 
before. . . and they are truly delectable. I’m 
reasonably sure each date contains about 650 
calories and they are almost irresistable. . ahmel 
Something that we have noticed on our daily 
bike rides is the increasing activity in the fields. 
Tractors are putting in irrigation ditches, or 
clearing land or planting seed. The seeding is done 
at the same time as; the rows are prepared; 
everything very mechanized.
Fascinating to observe in one field (where, for 
miles, they are growing radishes) that the section 
where they first began to irrigate, seedlings are 
quite large. In the next section the plants are just 
coming through the earth, and in the adjoining 
area, the seed still hasn’t sprouted.
The secret seems to be in the timing of the 
watering. I got off my bike to check, and found 
the seed just under the dry sand, waiting for that 
first water to activate it. This way, of course, the 
farmer won’t have 500,000,000 radishes all to be 
harvested in one day — his crop will be staggered 
over a period of several weeks.
I suppo.se we could do the same thing at home if 
wc could ever gel the ground completely dry, 
cover most of the row with plastic and just water 
it at one end; at the beginning, gradually working 
our way down the row. Probably the kind of 
tiling that would only work In the de.scrt; wc do 
get our share of rain!
Something else we have noticed on these bike- 
riding e.xpcditions is worrying. . . a lot of 
beautiful, fiat, growing land is up for sale, with 
signs saying, "This desirable land zoned 
residential. Would suit development for 400 
liomcs.” As a gardener, my heart sinks at the 
lliouglit.
Please don’t forget to check your stored 
vegetables, and fruit. There is nothing more 
dislicartening than to open your sack of onions, 
and have a host of fruit flies come storming out, 
or to look on top of the cupboard and find one of 
your biggest and best squash all collapsed in a 
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.‘s/M'f (rrllvlH Ifl 
AltiKtm H 
lutiiilH ^ I tiMinvt
e
\ onWeclnBtddyi' 
iBOvtt your child of Po t t 
Mukllo voi I fh.-.rii 
(f .fiO art hour
«aso • am at
(acroii from Shop Wis«)Om*r Wqnlulnyt, 
Foil FfO-ICihOBl
'/(Ui* ui'M i.itai,"
EIDNIY/NOKTH SAANICH Gordon 
Club, Iroo Fruit Pfunlr.0 Ooinotl- 
iltollon will b»i hold on Soluidny, 
Fohrufiry !1 at ?.00 p.m. B46J 
Llowitllyfi Ploco, oil Donn Pork ltd, All 
Gardorort woltom* H.B. 
Nowilaiior now »»nl to pold up 
nwinban only, ___
bONmi""”Y» dido'TalimvrhiiirnI 
Donk»v Own«i», PIboio |oln u*. 
Inlormollnn f>n r»qu«*l, W« n«*d 
your oddrnii lor oreoMtnnnI 
His/f.!. t,1 n.ttr.n, 4,fd)r.f.>» Coll 
llevk*. Ooyt, 656 4(t31, »v«nlna‘, 656- 
571)3.________ _ ___ a<T|.t0
llomPtM ASSOCIATION priiwtli 
TAHMNHflT 45l“" nn Solurdoy, 
t«ttiu<iiy 41 Ml 8 p.rn., kidii«y 
tinmwnlory Sihool, Siairlnfl Jwll» 
ChiUti* nnd Oikor W«rn*i. ihll 
Kunnlng luiuilnin: mnvia li dlr#i1«d 
l>y Ih* yitMul I (Onruii Irulloul, hultd 
nn ttv. ,r)«nr» llrtlnn »tnfy'hy day 
i Brodlnirjr, ___ __ _ ^
Silver Threads
Weekdays 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.'. evenings 7 - 9 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday 1 - 4 p.m,
Lunches, lea, coffee, cards, library, billiards, 
wide variety craft classes, recreational activities,
lanf.mtp,trips, etc.
If you are 60 or better, we'd love to hear from 
you. Please cal! us at 656-5537, '
Coming events;
•I cb. 21- Welcome new members 
•Feb, 26«Musical revue trip 
•Mar, 7 - Luau, dinner and dance, Hawaiian 
' style '. , :
•Mar, 12* Spring visit to llutchart .




The Peninsula Community Association 
serves the needs of the Community and 
VOLUNTEERS are required for a variety of 
important and interesting programmes.
•COURTWORKERS
•DRIVERS
•HOMEFINDERS - YOUTH 
•CLERICAL
Courtwork Frogramine;
Assists clients who appear in Court and need help and guidance other than 
legal advice. Training for this important work commences in March to enable 
the Association to have several trained Courtworkers available by the time the 
new Sidney Court House opens in November, 1981.
Driving Programme;
Drivers use their own cars to transport people who do not have any other means 
of getting to appointments, etc. Drivers are covered by ICBC and are paid 25c 
per mile.
Homefinders Programme:
There is a desperate need for foster homes particularly for youngsters eleven 
years of age and older. Help in locating suitable homes is urgently required.
Clerical iaek-up Programme:
Volunteers are required in our office to back up and assist with the inevitable 
paper work, typing, some bookeeping — with supportive supervision. Typing 
30-35 w.p.m. — further training in office machines and other clerical duties of­
fered.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 
656-0134.
A few hours a week can assure the success of these 
important programmes.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Prices Effective till 
Feb. 28 or while 
stocks last
Free listings
Groups, clubs or 
organization who would 
like to be listed in the 
Peninsula Recreation 
Commission’s program 
brochure must get in 
touch with Tom Car­
dinal at 656-7271 before 
Feb. 28. The brochure is 
sent to more than 12,000 
homes and businesses on 
the peninsula and listing
on the community 
resources page is free.
The listing provides 
name of the group or 
club, a contact person 
and a phone number. 
Some groups already 
listed include the air 
cadets. Little League, 




Will be starting an afternoon 
LADIES FITNESS CLASS 
Tues. & Thurs. 1 - 2:30 p.m.
STARTS; Feb. 24th - $1.25 per session 
LOCATION: The old Firehall 
Babysitting Available - SI.OO per class 
per child.
SHELTERED FISHING in our SAFE
BOATS — LOW Spring Rates.
BOAT OWNERS-
Scrape & Paint your Hull here
Use of our ways - *20““ per day
UP TO 30 FEET
BRENTWOOD BAY BOAT RENTALS






at 9843 - 2nd Street
(MARINA COURT)
FOR FUTURE APPOINTMENTS 





There a place to go
Marriage in trouble? Children beyond 
control? Private problems you can’t seem to 
face up to, don’t know how to handle? And 
you don’t know where to turn to?
In Sidney, ther’s a place to go. The 
Community Counselling Centre — formerly 
the Saanich Peninsula Guidance Association
— works out of a small, homely house at 9813
- 5th Street. The CCC is now headed by co­
ordinator Gloria Deming, a professional 
psychologist, who works with a team of lay 
counsellors.
These trained volunteers are interested in 
helping other people — they don't solve: 
clients’ problems, instead, they help them find 
their own answers.
“People have the ability to solve their own 
problems with encouragement,” says Deming.
She praises lay counselling. “Some of the 
best counselling happens at the lay level. 
People sometimes feel more comfortable, less 
inhibited with lay people,” she says.
Highly professional and institutional set­
tings tend to become narrow and specialized — 
professionals tend to lose touch with the broad 
issues and personal concerns of people,” she 
explains, “becoming less responsive to 
people.”
She insists, “People don’t need other people 
to arrange their lives. They (people seeking 
help) have great resources that only need to be 
tapped.”
Persons seeking help are' first assessed by 
Deming. If she believes a volunteer lay 
counsellor can be of use in a situation an 
appointment is set up.
Counselling is basically oriented to listening. 
Deming calls it “listening at the right time”. 
The counsellor explores the problem with the 






« Septic « Holding ® Water
500, 600, 750 gal. custom sizes available
ALPHA ^ 10218 Bower Bank Rd.
F1BER6LASS I^FG. CO. sidnev 656-5121
Gloria Deming
particular technique as a professional might 
do. And this method has been found to be 
highly effective, she says.
Deming graduated from the University of 
Victoria from a counselling psychology 
masters program and took a degree in 
education at State University, New York. 
She’s on the board of the Capital Regional 
Branch of the B.C. Council for the Family, 
has worked with Victoria’s Natural Parent 
Group and for six years co-ordinated a 
women’s transition house.
The centre on 5th Street, Sidney, is a non­
profit, non-sectarian, non-government, 
community-run association. People who need 
help can phone fonan appointment (656-1247)- 
or call at the centre if they’re downtown and 
an appointment will be set up.
Knights celebrate 
117th anniversary
The Fraternal Order 
Knights of Pythias 
celebrates its 117th 
aniversary of service to 
mankind Thursday. 
Victory Lodge No. 63 of 
Sidney along with more 
than 135,000 members in 
some 2,000 subordinate 
lodges in Canada and 
the U.S. will mark the 
birthday of the first 
fraternal order ever 
charted by a U.S. act of
congress. Acting on a 
suggestion by president 
Abraham Lincoln, made 
after he read the ritual, 
Knights of Pythias was 
founded in 1864 in 
Washington, D.C.
The Sidney lodge is 
sponsoring a poster 
contest in schools under 
the direction of Wilf 
Hetman, chancellor 






If your home was built prior to 1961, then the 
government of Canada will PAY you for insulating 
your home. You can receive up to $500.00 Govern­
ment Grant if your home was built before 1961. This 
is a GIFT GRANT that you DON’T HAVE TO PAY 
BACK. Get full details at your Windsor Store.
R20 X 15" Friction Fit Fibreglass.
50 sq. ft. per bundle (approx.)
(4.64 sq. metre)................ — CTN.
R12 X 15" Friction Fit Fibreglass 
90 sq, ft. per bundle (approx.)
(8.36 sq. ft. metre).................. .. CTN.
BARGAIN PANELLING
A true bargain in a number one wall panel. Full 4' x 8’ 






BLACK, DUO-TONE BROWN & SANDLEWOOD... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i||95
...BUNDLE
90 LB. ROOFING green-black-red .......
■fl^95
.....ROLL ala W










SANDED D . . .SHT
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G.l.S.TEAK . . . 59®®
4x8-3/4





COUNTRY SIDE ONLY 
REO. 9.49 CTN.
SPECIAL.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CTN.
NO. 2 SOLID CHANNEL
FIR PANELLING

















2 ., >1 (lUulf. loi lu.ii 
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an KEATING X RD., 652-5632 








This year, the new 
Shorter Special 
Income Tax Form
.... .. can make preparing
your return more 
confusing than ever.
That's where H&R 
Block comes in. We’ll 
make sure you get all 
your deductions and credits, whether they are 
contained in the form you receive or not. We’re 
income tax specialists. So vi/e can help you out.
This year be sure.
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS
HGR BLOCK-
Child tax credit only?
Ask about the special price.
A4 Marina Court 
9843 . 2nd St. 
Sidney Pli. 656-2411
Saanichton Centre 
7819 E. Saanich Rd. 
Saanichton Ph. 652-5515
Opon; Mon.-rri. 9;00 a.in, lo (i'.OO p.m, 




"JUST GRADUATED FROM OBEDIENCE SCHOOL!"
^quatiet (Pet Shop
BIRDS,- AQUARIUMS SMALL ANIMALS 
TROPICAL FISH - PET SUPPLIES
Houfi; Mon. • Thuis. 10 • 6 
HI, 10 - H, Sat. 10 • 8:30
656-3314
Ooacon Piaza, 2337 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
